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and the Rudiments of Mathematics 
Yoshio Kinokuniya* 
Abstract 
Beyond the elementary results produc巴dby the finite combination of primitiv巴 procedurespromised in 
the original construction of an objectivism， ifw巴 tryto extend them w巴mustinevitably use the method of 
abstraction. The co口ceptswhich are abstracted but are not y巴tconvincingly accepted， are said to be super-
objectivist. Some of these concepts may reasonably b巴accept巴dand incorporated with the construction， though 
sometimes may possibly cause a revision of the system. Som巴conceptscurrent in the classical lectures may 
there呂ft巴rturn out to be 1巴gardedas nonsensical 
o. Introduction 
In the late current of developing the mathematical logic， has been raised 
the metalanguage， which has partly fostered a world of concepts and statements 
to be left uncertain over the practical realm， apparently concocting a sort of 五ctlve
awareness， which might be called pseudo-awareness'. That some authors in this 
line use the word ‘crisis'. seems to suggest their actual feeling of apprehensions 
for the direct connection with the pseudo-awareness. This paper is intended to 
clear up these dubious conceptions and to obtain a totally pellucid aspect of 
a羽rareness
In an objectivism (or an objectivist theory)， ifan event a fulfils a qualification 
(or a specifying property) S， then we write 
aCS， 
and the locus 
C(S)二 {sls亡S}
is admitted as a (determinate) set of events if and only if the following con-
ditions are satidfied 
(1) S is given by a precise description (or a precise formulation) ; 
本紀園谷芳雄
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(2) there previously is given a (determinate) universal set of events (or 
a universe) U and C( 5) is destined to be contained in U; 
(3) Vaξ U: aCS. v.α仁tS.
日1hen(3) is satisfied， 5 is said to be descr砂tive.If al of (1)， (2) and (3) are 
satisfied， U iscalled the levelof S. Even when 5 is not found descriptive， C( 5) 
may yet be called a class in the current usage. If the condition (1) is admitted， 
we shall take C( 5) as an assembly， whether 5 is descriptive or not. 
In an objectivism the primitive universe is very essential and ‘observation' 
is taken to be developed over the events concretely defined on the universe. As 
the observation advances， itwil possibly be elevated toward the objects of higher 
level therefrom defined. The total construction made up by the axioms， definitions 
and the results therefrom attained is the ρroto-coηstruction1)(of the intended objec 
tivism)， which shall possibly be revised in the future if needed. Sets， classes and 
assemblies suggestsd in the proto-construction wil naturally build up a set theory 
which is called the annexed set theory2) (to the intended objectivism). Propositions 
composed and announced in the annexed set theory wil inversely be interpreted 
into propositions in the pr叫o-construction.However， these interpreted propositions 
may not always present significant contents 
If a concept put forward in reference to the proto-construction cannot 
candidly be considered to promise a content convincingly determinate， then it is 
called a super-objectivist conce戸tor a super-concept， and the conception of such 
one is taken as a super-objectivist conceJりがon.If a super-concept is proved to give 
no objection， inapplication， to the proto-construction， then it may be additionally 
incorporated into the proto-construction as an objectivist result. 
1. Source of Recognition 
The term 'jinitary' proposed by D. Hilbert has， by most authors， been intro 
duced simply to mean 'intuitively convincing'. However， for instance， by G. T. 
Kneebone， what Hilbert explained when he firstly introduced this word is inter司
preted as follows3) : We shall always use the word 'finitary' to indicate that the 
discussion， assertion， ordefinition in question is kept within the bounds of through 
going producibility of objects and through-going practibility of processes， and 
may accordingly be carried out within the domain of concrete inspection 
The word 'intuition' may possibly cause a world of unavailing difficulties if 
we work with it in the general seηse used in philosophy. This word may not be 
( 2 ) 
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explained out but dialectically， and its action may be put in rational inspection 
(under rational restrictions) only in connoction with the intellectual awareness. It 
may not be denied that eve日 amere delusion has its composition to be caused 
thr'ough the action of ‘intuition'， while its falsity is revealed only when it is related 
to the intellectual awareness. Conversely， the intellectual awareness cannot be 
separated from ‘intuition'. For instance， natural integers， volumes， and sizes are al 
considered as possible concepts based on the facts intuitively convincing. 
Hilbert's‘concrete inspection' may be regarded to be possible only in that the 
intended formal system has a concrete model. Thus an accumulation of estimated 
results cannot produce but a pseudo-awareness unless a formal system is proved 
to have a model containing these results. However， i日 anobjectivism， its sub 
stantial model is precedently given， sothat the pseudo-awareness may be precluded 
An assembly， as an object merely abstracted from the annexed set theory， 
may not be but a pseudo-concept (i.e. a super -concept) unless it proves to corre 
spond to a (determinate) set of events in the proto-construction. When a super 
concept can be regarded to be an additional concept as an objectivist result， itis 
that the concept is admitted at least to be manupulatively41 convincing in refer 
ence to the proto-construction. Such a concept may possibly be said to be intu-
itively convincing， that is， to gibe a finitary one. On the other side， itis asserted， 
in the empricist pragmatism5~ that a mere abstract object must be renounced 
unless any way is found to accept it as a日 objectivistresult. However， ifno ob-
jection is found against the propriety of the object in question but mere sceptic 
one which has no rudiment in the proto-construction， then the object may be con-
sidered as manipulatively convincing and be accepted. 
2. Benefit of the Super-objectivist Conception 
For example， the content of the assumption“there ca日bebut a finite number 
of prime numbers"， which Euclid posited as a hypothetical premise， was but super 
objectivist， and from this was concluded a constraction， so that it was convinced 
that there must be infinitely ma日yprime numbers. All members involved in this 
argument could be found within the proto-construction which Euclid had had， except 
the above-mentioned hypothetical premise. Thus there was left no way but re 
nounce the premise， to avoid the contradiction. Such a decision is the key of a 
‘reduction to absurdity'， and it is notable that， inthis sort of argument， renouncible 
premise is always supplied through super-objectivist conception 
( 3) 
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A substantially objectivist concept should， in actual practice， designate an 
objectivist set of events. However， the set thereby designated must necessarily 
be but a finite set. Thus the conception of an infinite set is essentially super-
objectivist. But， ifan infinite set is， inany way， convinced to be undeniable， then 
it may be incorporated with the proto-construction as an objectivist result (with 
epistemologically sufficient explanation) 
In acception of the concept of Q the initial number (or the cardinal) of the 3rd 
class， following two facts are necessarily accompanied : 
(i) the class or the ordinal numbers of the 2nd class makes up a well-ordered 
set， which must be admitted as determinate if to be accepted ; 
(i) Q cannot be the limit of an enumerable sequence of sections of it. 
Both (i) and (i) are， atthis stage， may not be considered but give super-objectivist 
conceptions. Because of the historical property of the ordering process， itseems 
rather impertinent to regard Q exactly to be a determinate class. The condition 
(i) apparently prevents us from attaining Q by means of an enumerable stepping 
which is considered， in an objectivism， to be the only way to reach an infinite 
set as a limiting destination. 
As an example of an assembly of the type Q， we have the family of Borel 
sets， but there has not yet been discovered any determinate example of the type 
Q in the domain of real numbers.* 
The concept ofωthe initial number of enumerable infinity may not be con-
sidered to be so easy a one， either. In effect every remainder of this aggregate 
has the same size with the original body. However， this aggregate is considered 
to provide the primitive model of the human process of numeration (i.e.， the natural 
numeration). So， ifrenounce this， mathematical devices wil extremely be limited. 
Being pushed out to the stage not bounded by any finite integer， we have decided 
to take it up in the meaning that the (n+ l)th element is determined when the 
nth is given. This may be taken as an objectivist result in methodology. 
Given a set M， ifthere is found a sequence of disjoint subsets Mk(kニ1，2，…)
such that 
( ¥(xEM)(ヨk)(xEMk)
is p"roved， then the family (M k)(kニ1，2，…)is a partition of M， so that M is 
* ) Thisview is made in that we should not admit any oracle which produces the answers only by 'historical option' 
( 4) 
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considered as the union of ( M k) and is written as 
M=UMk・
However， inour objectivism， M is not said to be the sum of (M k)but for the 
assurance that the size (adequately defined) of the remainder 
??? ??
tends to zero as n tends to∞. 
Le us observe the assembly C of real-valued functions which are defined in 
the interval [0， 1]and are continuous there. Let an enumerable set {Xl， X2， .・) 
(c [0，1]) be everywhere dense in [0， 1]. Then， for any two functions f and g 
from C， if
Vk=1，2，…: f(れ)=g(ね)
we have， as well-known， that 
VxE[O，l] :f(x)=g(x). 
So the elements f of C correspond one-to-one with the sequences (of real 
numbers) 
(f(Xl)， f(X2)，…) • (2. 1) 
Thus， ifwe want to admit C to be a set， the only objection which we may tossi 
bly meet will be that the sequence (2. 1) may not be considered as a determinate 
element (because it might rather be a super-objectivist concept). Neverthless， 
if we renounce this objection， we may regard C to be a set. 
Now we take up the assembly V of propositions whose validities in reference 
to the proto同constructionhave been or will possibly in the future be proved. In 
this case， since the assembly V is the class caused by provability， itappears as if 
only one super-objectivist conception (i.e.， the provability in the future) is involved. 
But， on thinking over the matters， we fi日dit is not so simple. In effect， the ways 
of proof are generally not so simple as arithmetic operations， but may possibly 
need some assumptions which are originally super-objectivist. In addition， ifsome 
trial of proving a proposition comes across undecidable elements， the proto-
construction itself must possibly be changed out. If then， at least some proposi-
tions will have their validities to be promised only by the proofs in terms of the 
new constructIon. 
( 5) 
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If the above assembly V istaken up primarily with the intention of examining 
the dominating extent of the present proto-construction， then the revised con 
struction may not worth notice. So then， propositions to be proved in the new 
construction may make only a redundant part for the examination. However， if
this part is omitted， the intended objectivism wil lose its sense that it must pro 
ceed its developing through the revision of the proto-construction if needed. 
3. Hypothetical Scheme of U niversal Assemblies 
Let U 1 be the class of events which can be produced by a finite number of 
elementary operations (given in the intended objectivism) from the primitive uniω 
verse Uo， and U z be the class of events which can finitely be produced in terms 
of the language promised on Ul， and so on. Then， through the iteration of the 
definition， we have a sequence of assemblies 
Uo， Ul， Uz，…. (3. 1) 
If these assemblies are admitted as objectivist results， they are considered to give 
universes. Thus， inthis sense， we have a hierarchy of universes by (3. 1). 
If P is a proposition produced by combination of a finite number of operations 
and terms involved in the language promised on Uo， then there wil be assumed 
an assembly E( P) of events such that 
E(P)~ UoU Ul， 
0日thequestion if 
(VaEE(P)1 aCP)A(a$.E(P). =争.actp) (3. 2) 
is verified or not. If E(P) is existent as a (determinate) set fulfiling (3. 2)， then 
P is an objectivistρroβosition. However， what we should at the primary stage in-
qUlre lS“what event a isto be examined on the relation 
αcP 
?". The assembly L(P) of such a's is called the level 01 P 
If L (P) is either proved to be a set or admitted to be regarded as on ob-
jectivist result， then P is called a general propωitioη(in the intended objectivism). 
If a general proposition P fulfils the condition 
???
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VaE三L(P): aCP. V. actp (3. 3) 
(hence ~(aCP. .^ a江P))，then P is an objectivist(or desc門戸tive)βro戸osition.
L (P) may apparently be regarded as a universe， and it is clear that 
L(P)C UIU Uo・
Yet we may not always have 
L(P)ニ Uo.V. L(P)ニ Ul・
We thus see that the construction of Ul may not be so simple. Incidentally， when 
(3. 3) does not hold， itmust be that there exists at least one event aEL(P) for 
which whether aCP or not is undecidable. In this case P is an undecidableρro-
ρosztzoη. 
4. Incompleteness 
The proposition (in the theory of numbers)“there exist infinitely many pairs 
of twinprime numbers" must， independently of the human speculation， be either 
true or otherwise false. A proposition which must， like this example， be absolutely 
and univalently destined to be true or otherwise false is called a solidρroJうosition
If a theory based on certain axiomatics cannot clearify the truth value of at least 
one solid proposition ocurring in it， itis said to be incomplete. 
If any of the proposition Q or its negation ~ Q can be added to the axioms 
without violating the consistency， then Q is an undecidable pro戸ositionfor the 
original theory. Therefore， ifa proposition Q is undecidable， Q can neither be 
true nor false， so that it may not be solid 
The assembly V of valid* propositions (*: i.e.， provable of its truth) referred 
to the proto-construction may contain not only the actually known valid propo-
sitions， but also ones which wil possibly in the future turn out to be valid. So， 
V is essentially a super-concept， whereas， ifVo is the total collection of the actu-
aly known valid propositions， Vo isat most a (determinate) finite set. 
To tel the truth， the content of the assembly V -Vo isal but nonsensical， 
If a proposition Q is certainly such that 
QE V-Vo， (4. 1) 
then Q must turn out actually to be valid through the proof ascertaining (4. 1)， 
( 7 ) 
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so that it must be that Q E Vo. This being so， V may not be regarded as an ob 
jectivist result， but rather be regarded to be a mere abstract object as a historical 
extension of Vo・Similarly，the same thing may be concluded about the assembly 
of invalid propositions. 
In an objectivism， valid propositions and invalid ones may both be regarded 
as solid. Hence， that a proposition Q cannot be solid must mean that Q is unde 
cidable， ifnot renounced. Since 'validity' is now considered as a historical concept， 
the essential problem left in here is of undecidability 
Incompleteness and inconsistency (of an objectivism) do not essentially in 
teract each other. The problem of inconsistency cannot be thought so essential. 
If an objectivism is factually found inconsistent， itmust be caused by some human 
carelessness on selecting the axioms or the definitions 
A solid proposition which is left unsolved may be considered important for 
the intention to discover an evidence of incompleteness of the proto-construction. 
However， even though it is certainly unsolvable in the proto-construction， itmay 
possibly turn out to be solvable in a revised construction in the future. Thus， the 
problem of incompleteness may not be more than a historical pending one. In ef. 
fect， ifwe take the example of the twinprime numbers， we may not say“no preClse 
solution can be expected now on through". 
In conclusion it shall be noted that an objectivism may be proceeded along 
a smooth developing course except for the following treatments 
(i) if we come across a contradiction， we eliminate it by adequate revision 
of the axioms or the definitions 
(i) if a proposition P which cannot be laid aside unsettled is found unde-
cidable， then we add to the construction either P or ~ P as a口axiomto 
settle the construction. 
These treatments appear to be not only very artificial but rather optional policies 
If we yet are to research for any rudiment justifying them， itmay not be done in 
other place than epistemology. On the like stand the treatment of super-objectivist 
subjects should generally be deeply associated with epistemology. 
If a proposition Q isproved to be undecidable， either Q or ~ Q is to be added 
to the proto-construction as an axiom， so that Q is turned out to be a solid propo 
sition in the new construction. Thus the solidity of a proposition may be considered 
to be a historical concept relative to the improvement of the construction. How-
ever， the discourse may emphatically be thought to produce a branch after the 
addition of the new axiom， and the part prior to the addition may be taken as the 
( 8) 
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proper part of the intended objectivism. If the construction revised by the ad-
dition of Q is found to be inconsistent， then it may be concluded that Q is， in fact， 
not an undecidable proposition at al， on the proper part. 
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lnvariant Extensions for Linear Functionals 
and Supplement to the Paper 
“Totally Ordered Linear Space Structures and Extension Theorems" 
Kazuo IWATA 
Abstract 
By modifying the prec巴dingshort work 3)， some results for invariant extensions for linear functionals 
are furnished. A supplement is added to my 31) 
Introduction. This paper has two aims. First， as a sequel to 33)， from the view-
point of the totally ordered linear space structures of E X R， some problems for invariant 
extensions of linear functionals are discussed. Subsequently， a correction to a part of 
my 31)， isapplied for. As for the former， our hypotheses introduced here seem to be 
somewhat general. To say more precisely， though e. g. in [33)， Cor. 2]， 
1. :r is a semigrout 01 linear translormations 01 E inωE， 
2ρ( T(y)kρ(y) holds lor yεE， TEY， 
3. 1 isinvariant under ，;r
were assumed， but this time they are weakened to 
1. :rおaset 01 linear tra幻slormations01 E into E， 
2ρ is merely a gauge lunction on E， 
3. 1 ismerely a linear lorm on M 
The main purpose of this part is just to enlarge [33)， Cor. 2] in such directions. In 
consequence， our results relate to Klee [8)， (α)∞(δ) of (2. 2) Theorem] and to Edwards 
[14)， 3. 3. 2 Remark]， and cover them. Some of our results are given in terms of ideals 
(right or left) of J. 
For reference， as is apparent， our approaches to extension problems are (were) al 
based on the following self-contained angle (for this and for its topological version， cf. 
[21)， Th. 2]， [26)， p.46， foot-note and Suppl. to Th. 3]， [32)， Th. 1]). 
THEOREM. t Let E be a real linear sρacιC a subset 01 E. Let M be a linear sub 
space 01 E， 1 a non-identically-zero linear lorm on M. Desig刀atedby 
(>) 1 can be似たndedto a linear lorm F on E so as to F( c) >0 lor cE C， 
t The later statement of this th巴or巴mis a Krein type extension theor巴m. This part， non.topological 
version of Bauer.Namioka th巴orem(cf [17)， (V， 5.4)])， and th巴somecase of Anger-Lembck巴[29)，Th 
3. 2] are equival巴nt
????
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(:;. ) j can be extended to a linear form F on E so as to F( c):;:' 0 jor CE C， t
(1) there exists a t.o.l.s. (E，タ)such that 
(i) AUcc(E，タ)+， where A={xEM: j(x)>O}， 
(i) (E， _gp) +is absorbing at someρointof M， 
(2) there exists a convex absoring (at the origin) set U in E such that A U C U 
(U+α0) isρositively indeρendent in E， where j ( ao)= 1， 
(> )今(2 )キ(1)ニ争(:;:.) holds. lf C is a non-poin花dconvexcone(i.e.， C30)， (:;')， (1)， 
( 2 ) areequivalent. 
It was at this point (the first statement of this theorem) that we were free from the 
convexity of C tC(/ in the proof of [33)， Cor. 2]. This like is given in the present work 
to. With this fact， itappears to me that this angle (including its proof) is somewhat 
good for our discussion 
To present this note， for the first part， the author was motivated by Agnew-Morse 
[6)， Lemma 2.01]， and 8)， 14) above cited. For these instructive informations， he is 
deeply grateful to them 
Preliminaries. For convenience， unless otherwise specified， let the notations and 
terminology employed in 21)， 26)， 30)， 32)， and 33) be available. Especially for E， C， 
K， M， j， .?， L refer to the statement of [3)， Theorem 1]. Denote by N the set of al 
positive integers. We introduce 
DEFINITION 1. a) Let q be a gauge function on K 
b) By e is meant a set (ヰとの)of linear transformations of E into E such that T(K) 
cK and q( T(y))~ q(y) (yεK) for al Tε6 
c) By 57 ismeant a set (時)of linear 抑制;formationsof E into E such that T(K) 
CK for al TE.7 
d) The identity map of E to E is written by 1. Since (1. 0) below is synonymous 
relative to ，7 and J U {I}， throughout， fis taken to be 57U {I} to our advantage. So 
is the case for e 
e) Let T1， T2， T3，ε.7 T2(Tl(y))(yεE) is written by T2 Tl(Y)' Obviously， 
composzte maρing Tz T1 isa linear transformation of E into E， and T3( Tz T 1)= ( T3 Tz) Tl 
holds. By T{' (μεN) ismeant as usual. 57 is called Abe抑制fTz T1 = T1 T21 whenever 
T1， Tzε.7 A subset ..Y of Y is called a right (resp. left) ideal of f if .f Y亡.f(resp
if Y.fc.f)， where .fY={TzTl : T1E3了T2E.f}and such 
DEFINITION 2. a) JqC6 is another (the 2nd) quasi-eρigraPh of gauge function q on 
K with respect to C and e: JqC8= i(y，早): there exist cE C， Tεe， mεN， such that 
1 1m 、、
y十cEKand 士q(~ Tμ(y十c)k叶
7ft \ μ~1 / I 
t Our symbol ";，" is syn. with代孟"
( 12) 
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b) KgcYe/ is the (3r，め quasi-ePigraPhof gauge function g on K with respect to 
C， Y， g: KgcYe/ = j (y， 7J) : there exist CE C， TE Y， mεN， such that y十cεk
and ↓叫 g(~STμ(y+c))< 7J ト where 9 is a certain non-void fixed subset of Y. 
1111 SEy ，μ~ ， /) 
c) If C== {O}， J qC$， KgcYe/ are resp. abbreviated to Jqe， KgYe/ 
We use KgcYe/ in (1. 1) below. In this case it is well-defined， i.e.， KgcYe/CL 
We note in advance that unlike CgCff' KgcYe/ is not necessarily convex even if J is 
Abelian 
Statement of the results. Some modifications of the preceding [33)， Theorem 
1] establish the following. This theorem simultaneously relates to [8)， (α)T(δ) of (2， 
2) Theorem] and to [14)， 3.3.2 Remark] 
THEOREM 1. Under the h~ρothesis 01 [33)， Theorem 1]， let .2! be rescinded and let 
J be considered in Place 01 it. Then the lollo仰勾areequivalent . 
(1. 0) The statement (1. 0) thereol remains valid lor J. 
(1. 1) There exist a gaugeルnctiong on K and a non-void subset g 01 J such 
that g(STμ(y))"( q(y) lor yEK， TεY， Sε兵 f.LEN，and there exぉts
a t.o.l.s. (L，タ)whose (L，タ)+ゐ αbsorbingat (0， 1)lor L lor which 
B f U KgcYe/ C (L ，タ)+
(1. 2) There exist a gauge lunction g on K ωId a non-vozd subset g 01 J such 
that g(STμ(y))，; q(y) lor yεK， TEY， 5ε巧 μεN，and there exists 
a convex absorbing set U in E lor which B f U Kgc庁 U(Ux{l})ぉρositively
independent in L 
PROOF is done routinely : (1.0)キ(1.2)・Lettingg be the restriction of F to K， 
1 1m 
choose a non-void subset g of Y. Then (1. 0) entails that F(y)，;去supg( 2:，STμ 
f1/; Sε 9' \μ~ ， 
(日い日EK，yEE， cEC， TEY， mEN and th抗 μTμ(か g(山 q(y)
for yεK， TEY， 5ε2';μεN which show that g， 9 and U ={xE E : F(x) < 1}
are as required. For (1. 2)キ(1.1)， under g， g of (1. 2)， appeal to [30)， Rem. 2] (an 
analogue of) and to [21)， Lemma 1]. (1. 1)=宇(1.0) : Likewise as in the case of [30)， 
Th. 1 (代if"part)]， indeed we obtain an FoEE* such that extending f and satisfying 
1 1m 、
Fo(y)"(云SUPg(~ STμ(y+c))(y十cεK，yεE，cEC， TεY，mεN). Fo meets 
fllI 5ε9' \μ~ ， / 
the (b) of (1. 0) is clear. Fo does the (c) of (1. 0) is obtained thanks to but mutatis 
mutandis from the final part of the proof of Agnew-Morse [6)， Lemma 2.01]. (For 
1 _. (:':-. ~~..， ~，，，\ the details， Fo(Y-T(y))，，;;": SUPg( ~STμ(y- T(y)))二戸supg(ST(y)-STm+， 
--.~ -.~.. msε、ダ ¥μ;;;，--.~ . / m sε 
(y))，;合同(y)十q(-y)} follows for yEK， Tεy， mεN.) 
REMARK 1. Compare the above estimate with the original. 
Needless to say， 
( 13) 
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REMARK 2. [33)， Theorem 1J is essentially found (is proved by) in this theorem 
The Hahn~Banach extension theorem itself is as well found in this theorem 
Theorem 1 enables us to generalize [33)， Corollary 2 to Theorem 1J in three di~ 
rectlOns 
COROLLARY. Let ZnρartZcular KニE'，C={O) in Theo仰すz1. Then汁(1.0)and 
the following statements are equivalent 
(P 1) There exZst a gaugeルnctZong on E， a non~void デ C.'Taηd an FrEE* 
exteηding f such that 
(i) sup. g(STμ (y))~ 乱1Pg(S(y)kρ(y) for yEE， TEμεN， 
ごうEY SEg 
(i) Fr( Tr Tz・.Tj.-r Tj'" Tk(Y))二 Fr(TrTz…Tj Tj~~r … Tk(Y)) for yEE， 
Ts E j， k己N (2~ j ~ k)， and they are eq叩 fωf(y)if yE主M.
(ii) Fr(y)~sUPg(S(Y))foryEE 
SEy' 
(1. 2)' There exZst a gaugeルnctωngoηEand a non~void .9cYsuch that SUPg 
Sε ダ
(STμ(y)kρ(y) for yEE， TE '7;'με三N;and BfUKgグy zsρosztzveかzn
dependent in L 
PROOF. Since Kg3YコCρ，by Theorem 1， it suffices to prove (1. 0)'二争(P1)キ(1.2)' 
Assuming g = Frニ F，choose a non~void subset y of Y， and the first implication is 
selfevident (P 1)キ (1.2)' is done under g andデ of(P 1) : To begin with， let x十αrYr
十ぬれ二ofor (x， ~)ζ品 U{(O， O)} ; (yr，引)， (y2，日 KgY7 ;ー >0; where say会
/間¥/ ~~ 1 c"n ~/';} νk up g( ~ ST{'(Yr))くりr，~SUPg( ~ STf(Y2))くわ forsome m， nEN ; Tr， T2E f 
SEy' - ¥μニr / n SE グ \ν~r / 
Then since part (i) of the hypotheses guarantees川 l
門 去SSE~ g(~rS T{' (Yr小tiT司会戸f(y
》右;~Eg(F:jsn T{'(川 +STiη(yz))) 
it follows from the hypotheses that 
1 ~..'" (?;;n;"'-"rr¥"rrlfll "'rrlII_ rrI)J{ ¥¥¥ ご +α r T} r 十 α2 T} z>f(x)十 SUPg(~ (STi'Tt'(αrYr) + STi Ti'(α2YZ)) ) mn Sccタ \;;:ν~i ~ ---. ，~..~ .• --. • -~ -" / 
げ(X)+~M:"" FJ宮(Ti'Ti(αrYr)+TiTt(α山))) 
fI(， rι ¥Jl，νr / 
ザ (x)十ムどFdTi'Ti(川 1切れ))'"ン，ιμ レ
土 f(x)+f( -x)二 O.
r In this c呂田，q iswritten by ρ 
t In this仁旦se，(1 0) is written by (1 0)' 
rn The original form of this estimat巴isdue to Agnew Morse [6)， p. 21.22J 
( 14) 
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Now that thus the above is al correct， let us generalize (*) by the induction， and the 
proof is carried out in line with the above. 
The following remarks are immediate consequences of this corollary. 
REMARK 3. If we are concerned with the case when Yhas a right ideal イ (P1) 
may take the shape of 
(P 2) There exist a gaugeβmction g on E and an Fl E E * extending 1 such that 
(i) Fl(y)"'(号upg(S(y)kρ(y)lor yEE， 
SEJ 
(i) (i) ol(P 1) holds， where TsE J; k=2. 
And if， moreover， f is 0， (i) is weakened to 
Fl(Y)"'(ρ(y) lor yE三E.
REMARK 4. Sometimes Fl is、substitutedt for g in (P 1). In this case it should 
be noted that (ii) thereof is dispensable (reconsidering the proof above (cf. S"Cy)). 
Thus， ifY has a left ideal J， (P 1) may take the shape of 
(P 3) (Kleeかρecondition) There is an Fl E E * extending 1 such that 
(i) Fl(S(y)kρ(y) 10ryEE， 5εf 
(i) (i) 01 (P 1) holds. 
This means that letting in particular Y be a semigroup (for composite， and so on) and 
1 be invariant thereunder， the present corollary a lortiori supplies an alternative proof 
to Klee [8)， (α)特 (δ)of (2.2) Theorem]. We note in passing that under some modi 
fications， the method of [6)， Lemma 2.01] acquires (P 3) 
On the other hand 
REMARK 5. 1口 thiscorollary， let in particular Y be replaced byo. Then in a 
sense that g=ρand S" = {I}， (P 1) takes the shape of 
(P 4) There exists an FtζEネ exteηding1 such that 
(i) (i) of (P 1) holds， 
(i) Ft(y kρ(y) lor yιE 
As a result， letting in particular 1 be invariant， the present corollary proves the sub 
stance Gf Edwards [14)， 3.3.2 Remark] (qua left 5) without difficulty. Reasons are 
known by appealing to ri by 2j-2 (2"'( j"'( k) times. By the way， for short [3)， Cor. 2] 
proves the same as well. The reason is that this problem is synonymous relative to 
oandく8>，whereくδ>is the generated semigroup of 0. For reference， ifwe are 
concerned with (1.2)'， viewingρas g， noticing that Kρ88=Jp占， it is simplified by 
(l. 2)" B f U JM isρositively independent 
We note again that unlike CPC!/， JpC8 is not always convex even if 8 isAbelian. 
REMARK 6. Let in particular .3戸be(8). Then (P 1) is reduced to 
↑ To avoid meaninglessness， 1巴tY宇 {I)
( 15) 
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(P 5) There exisおanF，EE、*extending f such that 
(i) F，( T， J;(y))二 F，(Tz T，(y)) for yιE; T" TzEく8>，
(i) F，( T(x))二 f(x)for xζ M， Tζ くめ，
(ii) F， (y)~ ρ (y) for yEE， 
which corresponds to [3)， Cor. 1 (with C={O})]. And if f is invariant， (P 5) (whence 
it is equiv. to [33)， (1. 0)' of Cor. 2]) is equivalent to [8)， (ε) following (2. 2) Theorem] 
(as was given ibid) and to 
( k 
(1. 2)'" Bf U Cpcαρositively independent， where C = i ~ (5 i TiYi-Ti5小 ):5i，T， 
εY; yi己E，kεN}. \i~' 
Ifく8>is Abelian， (P 5) is reduced to : 
(P 6) There exists an F，EE* extendiη:g f such that 
(i) F，( T(x))=f(x) for xEM， TEく8>，
(i) F，(ykρ(y) foryEE， 
which c∞Oαr戸冗sponds tωo [β3め)， Cor. 4 (with C={O川})]. IffiおS1旧D¥日nva訂加riant，(P 6ω) i応sreduced to 
(P 7) There exβおanF，ζ E* extending f such that F， (y)~ ρ (y) for yEE 
This is equivalent to γ(x)~ ρ(x) for xζ M" 
We close the first part of this paper with the following. 
REMARK 7. Replacing E， FEE*， U， etc. by preordered linear topological space 
E， FEE'， O-neighbourhood U etc. respectively， we can state and prove the topolo 
gical version of Theorem 1 with ease. We cal this Theorem 2 
Aロd，1 here， with an apology， submit a part of 31) for correction 
SUPPLEMENT. Each proof of 
r the 1st and the 2nd assertions of Cor. 1 of Th. l，
20 the 1st and the 2nd assertions of Cor. 1 of Th. 2， 
30 Cor. 2 of Th. 1，
in my paper 31) is defective (the assertions themselves are available). 1 wish to cor-
rect them as follows 
PROOFS OF r. For the 1st assertion， itsuffices to examine the logical equivalence 
of the following conditions， where f三宮O
(α) There exists a convex absorbing set U in E such that A U C U ( U + ao) is 
ρositively indeρεηdent， where f(α。)=1
(β) There exists a convex absorbing set V in E such that B f U C C U ( VX {l} ) 
15ρ05. ind 
(α)=争(s): Pos. independence of A U C isinherited to that of B f U C c (and vice 
versa). Clearly CcU((-U)X{l}) is pos. ind. Let now x-c十 Uニofor xEX， 
cECU{O}， vε U. Then since A U CU{-v十ao}is pos. ind.， so is A U C U {x
c十ao}which induces f(x 十 ao)~0， i.e.， f(x)~ -f(α。)二1. These mean that -U 
( 16) 
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is suited for V of (s). For the converse， since f( αα。)，c-1 (aEAU{u}， aoEA， 
f(α。)= 1)， by hypothesis， it never happens that (α-ao)-c-u二 u(cεc U {U}， 
I uE -:2 V). This means that -:2 V is suited for U of (α). The 2nd assertion is 
日owclear via (α) 
The proofs of 2
0 
are analogized 
PROOF OF 3 0 • To answer this via (β)， we employ an absolutely convex absorbing 
set V of E such that If(x)1 < 1 for xE XパV
(R巴ceivedMay 18， 1979) 
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Mn， Mn-Fe， Mn-Siならびに Mn-Fe-Si系合金
溶液の炭素飽和溶解度
田 中 章 彦




In order to obtain the essential data for the thermodynamical study of the smelting reaction of the high 
carbon ferro-manganese and silico-manganes巴， the solubilities of carbon in the Mn， Mn-F巴， Mn-Si and Mn 
Fe-Si alloy solutions were measured at the temperature up to 1600oC. Th巴 resultscan be summariz巴das 
follows 
(1) The solubilities of carbon in the pure Iiquid m呂nganes巴obtainedwere in fair agreement wi th the value 
reported by Schenck et al 
(2) On the basis of the observed values of the carbon solubilities in the Mn-Fe and Mn-Si solutions， the 
interaction paramet巴rsof Fe and Si for the activity coefficient of carbon were obtained respectively 
(3) By the use of the int巴ractlOnparam巴tersobtained above， the solubilities of carbon in the Mn-Fe-Si 
ternary alloy solutions were calculated. These values calculat巴dshowed昌広口dagreement wi th the巴xpen
mental values where the concentrations of both Fe and Si in the solution were low 
(4) The experimental equation showing the relationship between the carbon solubility and chemical com 





















( 2) Fe， Si低濃度域における Mn-Fe，Mn-Si系合金溶液の炭素飽和溶解度の測定
(3) Mn Fe-Si系合金溶液の測定と(2)より導かれた稀薄溶液についての計算式の適用検
討
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得た。 Turkdoganらの結果は本実 5.0 5.2 
験ならびに Schenckらの結果と
c， (%) Mn，(%) N~max 
7.40 92.60 0.263 
7.68 92.32 0.275 
7.74 92.26 0.277 
7.75 92.25 0.277 
7.90 92.10 0.282 
7.94 92.06 0.283 






本研究 logN~(max) 二一 390/ T -0 . 338
Schenckら logN~(max) ニー 375.8/T -0. 347 
(21) 
( 1 ) 
( 2 ) 
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1400， 1450および 15000Cにおける Mn.Fe系合金溶液の炭素飽和溶解度の測定結果を表一 3
に示す。この表における L1N~e(削x) は式( 4 )から計算される。
L1 N~e(max) =N~e(max) -N;(mαx) ( 4 ) 
この式において Nte(柄引)… Mn.Fe溶液における炭素飽和溶解度
N;(則的…純Mn中の炭素飽和溶解度
この L1 N~e(削x) と NFe との関係を各温度について示すと図 3の(a)(b)および、(c)になる。
Schenckら(2)による 16000Cにおける同様な測定結果を同図 (d)に示す。測定値に多少の散乱が















ぞれ (5) - (10)式になる。
A 1次関数関係として表現した場合
L1N~e(max) at 14500C = -0.07 NFe -4. 04X 10-3 
L1N~e(mαx) at15000C =-0.10NFe -2.80XlQ-3 
L1 N~e(max) at 15500C = -0.11 NFe -3.31 X 10-3 
B 2次関数関係として表現した場合
L1 N~e(max) at 14500C =0.97 N~e -0.23 NFe 
(22) 
( 5 ) 
( 6 ) 
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表-3 Mn-Fe溶液の炭素飽和溶解度の測定結果
Cc No Mn，% Fe， % C， % NFe Nc L1Nt
emax 
A 1 91. 90 0.59 7.51 0.005 0.270 0.003 
2 91.24 1.29 7.47 0.010 0.269 0.004 
3 90.78 1.83 7.39 0.014 0.267 0.006 
1400 4 88.08 4.56 7.36 0.036 0.267 0.006 
5 83.49 9.38 7.13 0.074 0.261 0.012 
6 78.24 14.58 7.18 0.114 0.262 0.011 
7 74.54 18.37 7.09 0.145 0，259 0.014 
B 1 91. 70 0.62 7.68 0.005 0.276 0.001 
2 91. 31 1.12 7.57 0.009 0.273 0.004 
3 89.79 2.74 7.47 0.021 0.270 0.007 
1450 4 86.88 5.62 7.50 0.044 0.270 0.007 
5 84.28 8.38 7.34 0.065 0.266 0.011 
6 77 .96 14.74 7.30 0.115 0.265 0.012 
7 75.50 17.39 7.11 0.137 0.259 0.018 
C 1 91. 61 0.57 7.82 0.004 0.280 0.001 
2 91.11 1.15 7.74 0.009 0.277 0.004 
3 89.98 2.40 7.62 0.019 0.274 0.007 
1500 4 87.36 5.09 7.55 0.039 0.272 0.009 
5 83.24 9.33 7.53 0.073 0.269 0.012 
6 78.29 14.45 7.26 0.113 0.264 0.017 
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L1 N~e(max) at 15000C =0.83 N~e -0.23 NFe 
L1 N~e(max) at 15500C = 1.17 N}e -0.28 NFe 
3 低濃度 Mn-Si系合金溶液の炭素飽和溶解度
( 9 ) 
(10) 
Mn-Si系合金溶液の炭素飽和溶解度の測定結果ならびにこれより前節同様の方法で計算した




場合と同様に 2とおりの処理を行ない，つぎに示す式 (11)- (16)の関係式を得た。また，
図 4の④および⑥はそれぞれの関係式にもとづく線である。
A 1次関数関係として表現した場合
L1N~i (max) at 14000C = -0.72 NSi -10.86 X 10-3 
L1N~i(max) at 14500C二 0.68NSi -7 .61X 10-3 
L1N~i (max) at 1550'C =一0.71NSi -2 .56X 10-3 
表-4 Mn-Si系溶液の炭素飽和溶解度の測定結果
Temp No Mn，% F色、% C， % NSI ('C 
A1 92.65 0.27 7.08 0.004 
2 92.60 0.41 6.99 0.006 
3 92.11 1.07 6.82 0.017 
1400 4 90.24 3.77 5.99 0.059 
5 88.22 7.73 4.05 0.124 
6 84.79 12.33 2.88 0.197 
7 81.99 15.42 2.59 0.243 
B 1 92.51 0.25 7.24 0.004 
2 92.31 0.45 7.24 0.007 
3 91.96 1.23 6.81 0.019 
1450 4 90.04 3.82 6.14 0.059 
5 87.01 7.78 5.21 0.121 
6 84.02 12.46 3.52 0.196 
7 81.87 15.49 2.64 0.244 
C 1 91. 93 0.23 7.84 0.004 
2 91.84 0.76 7.40 0.012 
3 91.62 0.97 7.41 0.015 
1550 4 89.35 4.55 6.10 0.070 
5 86.52 7.80 5.68 0.119 
6 84.56 11.60 3.82 0.182 
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B 2次関数関係として表現した場合
.ðN~\mαx) at 14000Cニ 1.77 N~i -1.12 NSi 
.ðN~i(max) at 1450oC=0.24 N~i 一 0.77 NSi 







NFe， NS1，ならびに Nc含有するとき，Cの活量係数 YCはWagnerの導いた式を適用すると式
(17)になる。
ln yc川托川(N川c，NF向而凶e，NsλN凡s山 n吋山メ肘+州Nc詩fF+N凡Fe叩云←+N凡Si告r (m 1口7引) 
炭素飽和系においてはCの活量がすべて 1であるので，式(17) より最終的に式(18) を導く
ことカずで、きる。





















ε(Fe)ニ立並YC_ a( -lnNc) 
一。NFe a NFe 
(19) 
ε(51)_ a坐zc_ a( -lnNc) 
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図 6 Mn-CSi系における炭素飽和溶解度と Si濃度との関係
(26) 









































































































0， -0.03NFeの場合 Nc(max)= -0.716 NSi十0.274 (20) 
0.04-0.07NFeの場合 Nc(max)= -0. 758 NSi十0.289
0.08-0.11NFeの場合 Nc(削 x)= -0. 591 NSi十0.268
0.12-0.15NFeの場合 Nc(max)=一0.971NSi十0.297








を求め，前記5式の各係数を修正すると (25)より式 (29)までの5式になる。。-0.03 NFeの場合 Nc(max)=-0..725 NSi+0.290 (25) 
0.04-0.07 N同の考合 Nc(加 x)=-0 .810 NSi +0.292 (26) 
0.08-0.11NFeの場合 Nc同州=-0.895 NSi +0.294 (27) 
0.12-0.15NFeの場合 Nc(max)ニ 0.980 NSi十0.296 (28) 
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log Nc(max)士一390/T -0，338 
これは Schenckらの得た結果に近似している。
2) 1400-1550oCでMn-Fe系ならび、に Mn-Si系合金溶液に炭素を飽和溶解し， NFeおよび
N5ie炭素飽和溶解度との低濃度における関係式を導いた。さらにこの関係の直線域の傾きより
それぞれの系の炭素の活量係数に対する Feおよび、Siの相互作用母係数 εLFe)および、 εLSi)の値
を各温度について計算した。
3 )得られた εLFe)および ε?を用いて Mn-Fe-Si系合金溶液の炭素飽和溶解度を計算し，こ
の3元系の合金溶液の炭素飽和溶解度の実測結果と比較検討し，限られた低濃度域については
きわめて近似した結果を得ることを確かめた。





Nc(max)= -2，125 NFeNsi -0， 693Nsi十O.043NFe +0.290 
本報告は室蘭工業大学金属工学科の職員ならびに多数の学生諸君の協力によるものであるこ
とを付記じ深謝する次第である。
(昭和 54年 5月 19日受理)
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PULSED OXIDATION REACTION 
OF CO OVER W03 CATALYST 
Noriaki Kaneki， Tatsuo Unno， Hiroshi Hara， 
Koozi Shimada， and Yoshiteru ]omoto 
Abstract 
The pretreatment of WO， catalyst used for the CO oxidation reaction was shown to require that i t should 
be degassed under vacuum (lO-6tor)， for 8 hours at room temperature. An unsteady state pulsed reaction rate， 
having a decay fraction for CO oxidation over WO" was also proposed. 
Introduction 
w03 has been extensively studied as a catalyst and co-catalyst. The most important 
properties are antiferroelectricity and n-type semicondudor. It is used extensively as a 
catalyst in hydrogenation， polymerization， isomerization of olefins， hydrolysis and esterifica 
tion of alchols， and pyrolysis of other compounds. It was reported that the temperature 
coefficient of electrical resistance of W03 ceramics， change from negative to positive by 
oxygen gas adsorbed on the surface of W03 at about 400T.1 
This paper reports a preparation conditions producing a catalyst having high activity for 
oxidation of CO and an unsteady reaction rate equation for CO oxidation over W03 by a 
convenient pulse technique. This reaction simultaneously involves a catalytic reaction and a 
decreased activity reaction because the two types of sites on the catalytic surface show 
different adsorption rates 
Methods 
W03 catalyst samples were prepared from a high purity p-tungsten ammonium powder 
The powder was mixed in a bal mill for 2 hours， pressed into pellets at 1000Kg/cm2， calcined 
in air at 3000C and screened at 24-60 Tyler mesh range 
The fixed reaction apparatus included a convenient gaschromatograph， a reactor and 
a vacuum manifold as shown in Fig.1. A pure He gas(99.99999%) was flowed through the 
reactor as a carrier gas. Both the reactant gases， CO， and O2， were also purified by a usual 
technique. Gases were analyzed by gaschromatography using a squalancesilicagel and an 
acti vated charcoal column. 
Experimentally it was found by this study that the relations between catalyst amount or 
pulse volume and product gas volume were directly proportional under the operating con-
ditions chosen. The following sets of operating conditions were specified: pulsed volume: 
0.5ml， catalytic amount目 0.5g，reaction temperature: 5000C and flow volume of carrier gas in 
the reactor: 40ml/min. The pulse length was less than 1% of the tube length of the reactor. 
The pulsed reaction was carried out as follows: after the catalyst was placed in the reactor， 
(33) 














10. Power regulator 
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the atmosphere inside the reactor was changed from air to the following alternative con 
ditioning treatments : (1) Helium at room temperature for approximately 1 hour， followed by 
heating for a 3 hour period until a temperature of 500T was reached. (2) Air at room 
temperature for approximately 1 hour， followed by heating for a 3 hour period until a tem 
perature of 5000C was reached. (3) vacuum (l0-6torr) at room temperature for 8 hours， 
followed by heating for a 3 hour period until a temperature of 5000C was reached. (4) 
Hydrogen at room temperature for approximately 1 hour， followed by heating for a 3 hour 
period until a temperature of 5000C was reached. At the end of the conditioning period， the 
carrier gas is flowed through the reactor at a flow rate of 40 mljmin. and a mixed gas 0.5 ml 
is pulsed into the reactor with a millilitersyrige. The pulsed reactant gas was a mixture of 
carrier gas combined with CO and O2・ A2:1 ratio of CO to O2 was used in the gas mixture. 
The conversion ratio of product gas CO2 obtained by a pulsed test is defined by the following 
relation: 






















The first conversion of product CO2 by the first pulse depends on the pretreatment of the 
sample under the variable atmosphere. The first conversion results obtained by the first 
pulse were given in Table 1. Vacuum pretreatment was thus chosen as the reference 
(34) 
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Table 2 Effect ot contaminative gas Table 1 Conversion vs. atmosphere 




pulse gas ; CO:02 = 2:1 























condition for effect of contaminant gas. After pretreatment of the sample under vacuum， 
the sample was fully contaminated with each gas(CO， CO2 and O2) by the pulse technique. 
The first conversion results obtained by the first pulse were listed in Table 2. However， it
was found that contaminated samples degassed under vacuum completely recovered the 
catalytic activity. Fig. 2 shows the conversion of CO2 as influenced by pulse time and 
oxygen molar fraction C02mo1/(CO+02)molJ_ 
Discussion 
According to the results shown in Table 1 and 2， the first conversion of CO2 of the 
samples pretreated under He and vacuum was higher than the CO2 conversion of the samples 
under Air and H2. Furthermore， no inhibition of the first conversion of CO2 was observed by 
the addition of CO and CO2， but O2 gas had the inhibition effect. It seems that CO and CO2 
gases are seldom adsorbed on the surface of W03， but O2 gas is easily adsorbed. On the other 
hand， in the pretreatment with a reducing gas such as H2， the first conversion of CO2 is
noticeably reduced. This may due to the fact that reduced W03 has less catalytic activity 
because the H2 may have changed W03 into other compounds such as W203 and W02 that 
don't show catalytic activity for the CO oxidation reaction. The results for Fig. 2 reveal that 
the first conversion of CO2 increased with a increasing oxygen partial pressure in the first 
pulse， but， also， on the second and later pulses， the conversion of CO2 decreased with in-
creasing pulse time. Thus it would seem that the W03 sample from which a part of oxygen 
is degassed， shows enhanced catalytic activity of CO oxidation. The reaction is enhanced 
with increasing oxygen partial pressure of the pulse. The discrepancy between surface with 
pretreating under vacuum and without was not observed by X-ray diffraction. It appears 
that the surface on the catalyst W03 was reduced under vacuum because the color of the 
surface on the catalyst pretreated under vacuum changed from yellow to dark green. It is a 
necessary operation that a W03 oxidation catalyst be partially degassed under vacuum or 
inert gas. Our experiment found that W03 has higher activity under vacuum than under He 
(35) 
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From the above experimental results， although the reaction mechanism of CO oxidation 
over W03 has to be discussed in more detail， for this discussion， itis assumed that the 
oxidation reaction is proceeded as in Fig. 3. A picture of formation of oxygen defect on the 
surface of W03 that degassed under vacuum is shown in the block 1 of Fig. 3. When a gas 
mixture of CO and O2 was introduced on the active catalyst W03 by a pulse， a donor 
molecular oxygen is first adsorbed on the surface of ionized metal， as shown on block 2 
Block 3 reveals that the oxygen shown in the block 2 reacts wi th an electron accepter 
molecular CO. In block 4， a produced CO2 releases from the surface of W03 and the resulting 
surface state for the catalytic reaction is simi1ar to that of starting block 1. The results 
shown in Fig. 2 also reveal that the catalytic activity was decreased with an increase of pulse 
time. We offer that any reaction path other than the process shown in blocks 1 to 4 in Fig. 
3 would occur in parallel. The parallel reaction ( blocks 2' and 3') reduced catalytic activity 
at the same time as the catalytic reaction took place as shown with blocks 1 to 3' in Fig. 3. 
The blocks in Fig. 3 showed that O2 gas is again adsorobed on the same site of the oxygen 
defect formed under vacuum as shown in a block 2' and the state of W03 prior to the vacuum 
pretreatment is reduced in block 3'. The W03 shown in block 3' in Fig. 3 showed less 
catalytic activity. But the W03 will be again recovered by treatment by vacuum. A dis-
tinction of oxygen between 2 and 2' in Fig. 3 is believed to be due to different isomeric 
oxygen species. However， in this paper， the distinction is not c1ear1y explained. 
If the catalytic reaction proceeds according to the model discussed above， the model that 
was proposed to explain the reaction may be written in the following reaction form. The 
state on the surface of W03 pretreated under vacuum is 
W03→W03-X十すO2 ( 1 ) 
where， W03-X shows the state of W03 pretreated under vacuum， but the value x is small 
enough to be neglected. 
The W03-X that is electrically in equilibrium is 
W03-X ~ WOt-x十e ( 2 ) 
The ionized metal reacts with O2 gas， and so， a complex compound is produced 
すO2(g) + WOt-x十e→0-W+03-X ( 3 ) 
The complex also reacts wi th CO gas 
0-W3-X+CO(g)→COZW+03-X (4 ) 
After reaction， the produced gas CO2 isreleased 
COZW+03-X→ CO2(g)十W+03-X+e ( 5 ) 
Thus， the total catalytic reaction is 
W03x+102(g)十ω(g)→ W+03-X十e-+∞2(g) (6 ) 
(37) 
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If the rate determing step is assumed to be the oxygen adsorption in equation 3 in 
our experimental results， then the first pulsed reaction can be: 
V;土 k;[W十03-X][e-] Pl1，2 (7) 
Equation 2 allows the derivation of equation: 
[W+03-xJ二 [e-J， K=[W+03-XJ[e-J ( 8 ) 
Equation 8 can be rearranged to yields: 
V; = k;KPl1，2 ( 9 ) 
Where， k is a reaction rate constant， and k isan equilibrium constant. 
Below， we now write the other poisoning reaction mechanism shown in blocks 1 to 3' of 
Fig. 3 for the above catalytic reaction. We can write 
すO2+W+03-X十e→W03
Then the reaction rate is presented 
V~ =k~ [W+03-X] [e-]Pl1，2 
(10) 
( 11) 
thus， the reaction rate which is really observed by the first pulse will be the differences 
between the equation 9 and 11 
V 1 = K(k; Pl1，2 -k~Pl1，z) (12) 
then， in the second pulse or much more， we must consider that the fraction of active sites 
decreased by the each pulse. Let term αbe the fraction of active sites that disappeared by 
a pulse. Then， in the second pulse reaction， the catalytic reaction is 
(1← α) 
ιずL.02+ (1一α)W+03-X十(1α)e→ (1α)0-W+03-X (13) 
where 1αis the fraction of active species. Similarly， the reaction occured between the 
surface of W03 and oxygen gas in the second pulse is 
は-ωとず.L.02十(1α)W+03-X+(1 α)e→ (1α)W03 (14) 
then， in the second pulse， the net reaction rate observed is: 
Vz=K(l叫K;P~~2a - K;P ~斗) (15) 
Thus， in the n-th pulse， the reaction rate is・
V n =K(l-a)n-l(k~p~竺 k~P。ア hn - 1X ) (16) 
If we put x<< 1 and the second term is smaller than the first term in right side of the 
equation 16， that is， when the amount of degassed oxygen on the surface of W03 under 
vacuum is smaller， the equation 16 can simplify to: 
(38) 








V n = K'P6;'-'平よL (17) 
where， K' =k~K(1叫 n-l
Fig. 4 reveals the relation between the fraction of active sites disappeared αand oxygen 
molar fraction M02 C02mo1/(02十CO)mol). The correlation equation that was fitted to these 




An and An+l are present with CO2 conversion of n th and (n + l)th pulse. According to 
equations 17 and 18 and Fig. 2， in the same pulse times， a pulse reaction increases with 
increasing oxygen partial pressure in a pulse. But， the fraction of decreased active sites，α， 
also increases with increasing oxygen partial pressure， as shown in Fig. 4. Futhermore， the 
reaction for oxygen partial pressure will increase with increasing oxygen partial pressure up 
to a peak value， and then decrease thereafter as shown in Fig. 2. On the other hand， for a 
given pressure， increaing the pulse times causes the slope of the decay curve to increase. 
From these experimental results as shown in Fig. 2， a quantitative comparison of the 
model developed in this paper with the results obtained experimentaly is extremely difficult 
because of the problems that arise in the precise evaluation of such parameters as k and K in 
an experimental reaction. However， the qualitative comparison of theoretical and experi十
mental results is not difficult. Representative curves from these experimentals are shown in 
Fig.2. These feature qualititavely the characteristic of model presented herein as indicated 
by the equation 16. In view of the model presented here， itseems that the rate-determing 
(39) 
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step is a oxygen adsorption process on the surface of the W03 catalyst and the unsteady state 
reaction rate is given by an equation having a decay fraction because of the existence of two 
types of sites on the catalytic surface， may show different adsorption reaction rates. 
Conclusions 
A technique for pretreating of W03 catalyst under vacuum (1Q-6Torr)， for 8 hours， at 
room temperature was shown. W03 preteated had a high catalytic activity and an unsteady 
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Mineral Composition of Cαla町yfrom the Mina悶mi.品.
mine， Southwestern Hokkaido本
Hiroshi Shirahata， Itsuma Sekiguchi件
and Y oshiaki Yamaguchi * 
Abstract 
The results of X-ray diffraction， DT A， and infrar巴dabsorption spectroscopy showed that kaoline clay from 
an altered green tuff of the Neogene Tertiary， forming the basement of the Kuroko-type Minami-Shiraoi ore 
deposit， consisted mainly of kaolinite， quartz， and pyrit巴ー On the basis of both normative composition in the 
raw clay sample and X-ray reflection intensities characteristic of the major minerals， quantitative mineral 
compositions in six successive particle-size fractions were estimated. Kaolinite was abundant in the coarser 
fractions， reaching 84% by weight in the 10-5μfraction， while a small but significant amount of pyrite 
remainded even in the <3μfraction. It is inferred from X-ray fluorescence， DTA， and chemical analysis that 
material containing heavy metals， probably in the form of sulphide or sulfate， ar巴concentratedin th巴<3μ
region. To efficiently purify kaolinit巴inthe clay by flotation， itis necessary to first remove the sulphides in 
the fine fractions， particularly in the<3μfraction. Physical elimination of也esesulphides is benefical in order 
to avoid environmental contamination by such heavy metals as Cu， Zn， Pb， Ni， and As， which are concentrated 
in the<3μfraction 
Introduction 
The Minami-shiraoi mine， which is located about 13km northeast of the National railroad 
station at Shiraoi in southwestern Hokkaido， has yielded barite and kaoline clay. In the past 
barite， after purification by hand-picking and flotation， has been supplied as a material for 
chemical reagents， while attention had not been paid to the use of kaoline clay until several 
years ago. Today， however， the clay has become of major importance at the mine. The 
mined clay ore is separated from most of the sulphide minerals contained in it by flotation， 
since the presence of the sulphides greatly reduces value of the clay. Chemical treatment 
with a sodium hydrochlorite solution is also employed to eliminate the sulphides remaining in 
the flotation product as well as to whiten it. In 1976 raw clay ore was mined at the rate of 
about 1800 tons a month， and the purified kaoline clay was shipped at the rate of about 700 
tons a month to a paper-making factory. The grain-size distribution of clay used in the 
manufacture of paper is required to be within a relatively narrow range， and the amount of 
• Presented at the Annual Hokkaido Meeting of the Mining and Metallurgical Institute of Japan， held at 
Sapporo， Japan in June 1977. 
•• Government Industrial Development Laboratory， Hokkaido，41-2 Higashi-Tsukisamu， S旦pporo，Japan 
(41) 
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halloysite or metahalloysite， which is frequently found in kaoline clay， needs to be sufficiently 
low that the quality of the clay is not adversely affected. Data on grain合izedistribution of 
principal minerals in the clay is essential not only for effectively separating kaoline from 
other minerals but also for more extensive utilization of kaoline clay. 
For these reasons， we began to determine the quantitative mineral composition of the 
black clay mined recently at Minami-Shiraoi. The results which appear in later sections， are 
not conclusive because of the necessity for more extensive examination. This paper， 
however， provides fundamental data for the purification of kaoline. 
Outline of geology of the ore deposit 
The Minami-Shiraoi ore deposit is of the Kuroko type. Lenticular ore bodies， consisting 
of sulphide minerals and silicate minerals associated with barite， occur in a green tuff of the 
Neogene Tertiary. The major ore body， consisting of barite and silicate minerals， iselon 
gated in the direction of N40-50"E and dips towards the SE. Smal! sulphide bodies also occur 
in the kaoline zone underlying the main ore. The green tuff surrounding the ore bodies was 
altered to clay containing kaolinite and montmorillonite by a hydrothermal solution at the 
time the ore deposit was emplaced. Welded tuff of the Quarternary period unconformably 
overlies the green tuf. Although Sugimoto1•2) and Sugimoto and Shoy♂consider that the ore 
deposit is of a hydrothermal metasomatic type， Sato and Aragane4) suggests that it is also 
possible to infer a syngenetic origin. The dominant mineral in clay zone of the northeastern 
part of the silicate-barite ore body is montmorillonite. While kaoline minerals訂epredomi 
nant in the southwestern part. In the basement of the ore bodies there are two distinctive 
clays， a white and a black: the former exists near to the ore bodies; the latter occurs in a 
deeper zone. The boundary between them is not well-defined， though there are scattered 
white clay lenses in the black clay zone adjacent to the white zone. 
Sample preparation and mineral analysis 
Samρleρreρ'aration. Clay samples were col!ected from several spots on outcrops of the 
black clay layer at a depth of about 20 meters below the ground surface. The consolidated 
clay specimens were loosened and wellロlixedwith water in a tank equiped with a rotator. 
The mineral particles under 44μin diameter were then sieved in water. To determine the 
mineral composition of individual grain-size fractions， the sieved materials under 44μwere 
divided into a series of particleもizeranges: 44-30μ，30-20μ，20-10μ，10-5μ，5-3μ， and<3μ 
The settling-tube method was employed for this separation， and meta-sodium phosphoric acid 
was used as a dispersion reagent. The mineral particles， suspended in a dilute solution in the 
tube， were transferred to a beaker with an andreasen pipet after sufficient settling time for 
separation into each grain-size fraction. Samples were then dried in air at room tempera 
ture. 
Mineral identijication. X-ray powder diffraction data indicates the clay from the black 
(42) 
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Fig. 1 X-ray diffraction pattems of raw clay and its grain→size fractions fγom the 
Minami-Shiraoi ore deposit 
The letters stand for the minerals in the samples : 
K for kaolinite， Q for quartz， and P for pyrite. Experimental condition : Cu Kα 
(Ni)， 35KV， 15mA， SIits 1'-0.15mm-1'， Tim巴 constant2s巴c.，Full scale count 
1000 cps， Scanning speed 10 !min. 
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(e) Sulphide-free raw clay 
800 
Fig.2 Differential thermal and thermogravi 
metric curves of raw clay and its 
gram←size fractions from the Minami 
Shiraoi ore deposit. The samples 
analyzed were run at a rate of lOT per 
minute in air. A Pt/Pt.13%Rh thermo-
couple was used for the measurement of 
th巴rmaldifference betw巴巴nsample and 
thermally inert substance， Al20， pow 
der， in surroundings heated controlled 
rate. No calibration was necessary to 
temperature measurements because 
conversion temperature of quartz obtai 
ned by the apparatus used in this study， 
was 5730C. 
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Fig.3a Infrared absorption spectra of selected clay samples 
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Fig.3b Infrared absorption 
spectra of sel巴ctedclay 
samples in the range of 
4000 to 3400cm-1 
zone is composed mainly of kaolinite， quartz， pyrite， and occasionally marcasite (Fig. 1) 
Although Ushizawa5，6) reported that， in addition to kaolinite， dickite and nacrite were con 
tained in clays from the ore deposit， differential thermal curves in air of samples from the 
black clay zone show the endothermic peak in the 560-580oC region to be dehydroxylation of 
kaolinite (Fig. 2). The hydroxyl water of kaolinite is dehydrated at a somewhat lower tem-
perature than that of dickite and nacriteI，8，9) Typical dehydroxylation for kaolinite， dickite 
and nacrite appears to take place in the respective ranges of 550-600oC， 600-650oC， and around 
7000C 10). The DT A for a portion of the raw clay sample， in which the sulphides had been 
chemically removed after purification by flotation， reveals the typical pattern of kaolinite 
The infrared absorption spectra (Fig. 3a) of clay samples clearly show the characteristic 
vibration profile of kaolinite. The hydroxyl stretching bands of the kaolinite subgroup 
within range from 3700 to 3600cm-1 occur at 3697， 3669， 3652， and 3620cm-1 in kaolinite; 
3704， and 3622cm-1 in dickite; and 3701， 3652， and 3622cm-1 in nacritell)ー Moreover，in 
(45) 
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Fig.4 Scanning electron microphotograph of kaolinite in the < 3μfraction. 
kaolinite the O-H stretching band at about 3700cm-1 is the strongest peak among the four， 
whereas in dickite and in nacrite the absorption band at 3622cm-' becomes deeper than that 
at 3700cm-' 12). In spite of the apparent lack of a 3669cm-' peak， the O-H vibration patterns 
represented in Fig. 3b can nevertheless be ascribed to the characterisitic pattern of kaolinite. 
The spectrum of the < 3μfraction has a tiny absorption band comparable to the 3669cm-' 
band. Scanning electron microphotography (Fig. 4) suggests this kaolinite is relatively thick. 
This is a possible explanation for the lack of a 3669cm-' peak 
The X-ray powder diffraction pattern of the<3μsample records several reflection peaks 
which can not be assigned to the major minerals. These peaks can not yet be positively 
identified with reflections of specific clay minerals nor sulphides until a more extensive 
examination is completed. 
Chemical anaか'sis. A combination of classical wet chemistry'3) and atomic absorption 
spectrophotometric methodl4) for Ca， Mg， Na and K was applied to the chemical analysis of 
the clay. Sulphide sulphur was analyzed by a gravimetric technique: sulphur was precipi-
tated as BaS04 by adding a dilute BaC12 solution to the weakly acidified sample solution， 
which had previously been extracted with a mixture of liquid bromine and carbon tetra 
chloride ; ferric iron in the solution was removed as iron-hydroxylate; the small amounts of 
sulphur dissolved from the BaSO. precipitates during washing with hot water were also 
recovered from the washings. The results given in Table 1 imply that the clay consists of 
relatively pure kaolinite since the concentrations of alkali and alkaline earth metals are very 
low. Normative composition based on the ideal formulas of possible coexisting minerals in 
the c1ay， was calculated from chemical analysis， and is tabulated in Table 1. The small 
(46) 
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Table 1 Chemical analysis of raw c1ay from the Minami-Shiraoi mine 
Si02 53A7% Normative minerals 
Ti02 0.66 
A120320.42 Kaolinite 51.5% 
Fe203 0.03 Quartz 29.3 
FeO 0.20 Pyrit巴 14.5 
MnO Albite 0.4 
MgO 0.02 Orthoclase 0.1 
CaO 0.07 Ilmenite 0.4 
Na20 0.05 Apatite 0.1 
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Fig.5 X-ray fluorescence patterns of raw clay and the < 3μfraction. Experimental 
condition : Target W， 40KV， 30mA， Time constant O_5sec.， Scanning speed l' / 
min_， Full scale count 8000 cps 
(47) 
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excess of sulphur remaining after the allocation of an appropriate amount to make normative 
FeS2 may denote the presence of other sulphides or sulfates. In fact， relatively strong peaks 
of chalcophile heavy metals， such as Pb， Ni， Zn， Cu， and As were detected in the X-ray 
fluorescence spectrum of the raw clay (Fig. 5) 
Estimate of quantitative mineral composition in respective particle size regions 
The quantitative major mineral composition of the particular particle-size fractions 
chosen for this study was estimated by a comparision between X-ray diffraction intensities of 
Table 2 R巴lationshipbetween the coe妊icientof variation (C.V.) for 
X-ray intensity measurements and the counting time in-
terval 
Time Average* Range c. P. S. C.V.(%l 
10 sec 4394 cpm 4229-4648 cpm 439.4 14.6 
20 8566 8494-8621 428.3 2.4 
30 13004 12909-13153 434.5 3.2 
40 17293 17110-17471 432.3 3.5 
50 21568 21274-21782 431.4 3.5 
60 25813 25618-25921 430.2 1.7 
120 51624 51245-52051 430.2 2.2 
Table 3 Reproducibili ty of X-ray intensi ty on specific refl巴ctionp巴aks
during repeated mountings of the clay sample on the same 
Al-holder 
No. Average事 Range C.P.S c. V.(%l 
24340 cpm 23994-24569 cpm 406 1.7 
2 24212 24052-24394 404 1.7 
3 24387 24258-24471 406 1.7 
4 25438 25307-25609 424 1.7 
5 24454 24400-24562 408 1.7 
6 24145 23938-24278 402 1.7 
7 24506 24444-24597 408 1.7 
8 23818 23690-23888 397 1.7 
9 24324 24290-24445 405 1.7 
10 24869 24769-24967 414 1.7 
* Each number is mean value of 10 runs and is subtracted from 
background which is averaged over both X-ray counts on high and 
low-angle baselines clos巴tothe peak measured 
(48) 
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minerals in the raw clay and those in sample powders of various size fractions. All the clay 
samples except the 5-3，u and the < 3μfractions were ground to<5μm an agate mortar to 
minimize possible error due to the effects of particle-size on the intensity measurement of 
reflected X-ray peaks15J. The fixed-time counting method was employed for the measure-
ment of the peak height at the (002) spacing plane in kaolinite， the (1011) in quartz， and the 
(002) in pyrite. In the clay samples， the diffracted peaks of these lattice planes were free 
from interferences that were due to the presence of other closely spaced peaks. The in-
tensity of every reflection in each of these three minerals was measured by using a Geiger-
counter at the pe生 maximumas determined by stepwise scanning at an interval of 0.02 
degrees (28). To find a suitable counting-time interval， the coefficient of variation of the 
count intensity of the basal plane (002) of kaolinite was examined at various running intervals 
A sixty second counting-time gave about 2% in C.V.(Table 2). The reproducibility of a 
given X-ray diffradion peak intensity was also checked by a sample powder mounted re← 
peatedly onto an Al-specimen holder. The 10-5μclay powder was put onto an Al-holder， 
which had been placed on a finely flosted glass plate; pressed with a finger as tightly as 
possible; set on a goniometer; and then the intensity on the peak maximum of the (002) of 
kaolinite was counted for 60 seconds. The number obtained was subtracted from an esti 
mated background strength that was averaged over backgrounds of both low and high-angle 
site of the (002) peak. As ~iven in Table 3， this procedure can be expected to yield an 
accuracy of about 2 per cent in the measurement of a given reflection line. The peak height 
of the particular diffraction-peak intensity of kaolinite， quartz， and pyrite in the clay powder 
was determined by this method. The results are tabulated in Table 4. The estimated 
Table 4 X-ray intensitycountof characteristic reflections of kaolinite， 
quartz and pyri te. 
Sample Kaolinite(002) Quartz(1011) Pyrite(002) 
Raw clay 13451 cpm 42161 cpm 10744 cpm 
4-30μ 14944 19180 13224 
30-20 18972 9140 12189 
20-10 20464 6186 11302 
10-5 22016 2053 7750 
5-3 18900 3044 7451 
<3 9061 1687 3278 
Each number is mean value of 10 runs and is corrected 
for average background. 
Experimental condition: Radiation CuKα(Ni filter)， 
35KV， 15mA， Slits lO-0.15mm-10， Time constant 2s巴c.，
Fixed-time count 60sec 
(49) 
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Table 5 Concentrations of Cu， Pb， Zn and Ni in raw clay and<3μ 
fraction samples 
Raw clay <3μfraction 
Cu 490μg!g 46000μg!g 
Pb 350 310 
Zn 81 3400 
Ni 27 54 












Raw Clay 30-20μ10-5μ<3μ 
44-30ぃ 20-10ν5-3ν
日g.6 Variation in the estimated quantities of出eprincipal minerals in clay from the 
Minami-Shiraoi ore deposit 
(50) 
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quantity of these minerals in the samples was obtained by multiplying the ratio of an X-ray 
count(cpm) on a chosen line in a sample to the corresponding count in the raw clay by its 
normative concentration(%). Figure 6 demonstrates that the concentration of kaolinite in 
creases with a decrease in the particle size up to the 10-5μfraction， where it reaches 84% by 
weight; that a subsequent steep depletion of kaolinite on the variation cぽ veoccurs in finer 
regions; and that the amount of quartz decreases from about 30% in the 44-30μfraction to 1 
or 2% in the 10-5μthrough<3μfraction. While becoming gradually depleted among smaller 
particle-size fractions， the quantity of pyrite in both the 10-5μand the 5-3μfractions， was 
slightly enriched. It is significant that small amounts of pyrite stil remain in the<3μ， 
because the elimination of sulphides by flotation is of great difficulty in fine regions. 
Conclusion 
By an examination of the X-ray， DT A， and infrared absorption spectra of a clay sample 
collected from the black clay zone underlying both the main barite-silicate ore body and the 
small sulphide ores， itwas determined that the major mineral components were kaolinite， 
quartz， and pyrite. Kaolinite in the sample was largely distributed among the coarser parti-
cle-size fractions， reaching 84% by weight in the 10-5μfraction. Scanning electron micro 
photography suggests that the kaolinite is relatively thick. The amount of quartz in the< 
10μfraction was less than 2%. The presence of a small but significant quantity of pyrite in 
the fine particle fraction， particularly in the <3μsize range， will seriously complicate the 
purification of the kaoline clay if only simple flotation is used. The concentrations of Cu， Zn， 
Ni， and probably As (Fig. 5) were enriched markedly in the<3μfraction， compared to those 
in the raw clay (Table 5). A large quantity of Cu in the<3μregion is likely to be in the form 
of sulphide or sulfate. It is clearly not advantageous， therefore， to carelessly employ chemi-
cal treatments for the further purification of the clay because of the obvious hazard of 
environmental contamination by the heavy metals. Instead， physical removal before flota-
tion of material containing heavy metals in the <3 fraction would be more benefical in 
purifing the kaoline clay， partly because a more efficient separation would be expected by 
flotation， and partly because the employment of chemical treatments could then be minimi-
zed. In order to use the purified kaoline as a coating material for paper， itis necessary to 
reduce its grain size to under 5μ(preferably < 2μ) since the coaser distribution of grain size 
adversely affects the degree of gloss， the strength of coating， the reflectivity， and the resis 
tivity of the product to abrasion16). 
We would like to thank Dr. Michael Burnett of California Institute of Technology for 
reading the manuscript， as well as Prof. K. Mukaida of Muroran Inst. of Tech. for assisting 
with scanning electron microphotography. 
(Received May. 19， 1979) 
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An Experimental Consideration on the Coefficient of Consolidation 
Y oshio SA W ADA and Hideyasu ASAHI 
Abstract 
Both tests of consolidation and permeability wer巴 carriedout on two kinds of soil using two kinds of 
oedometer in size. 
One was oedomet巴rcel of 20mm in height and of 60mm in diameter， the other of 67mm in height and of 
200mm in diameter. The purpose of the tests was to estimate more correctly the co巴fficientof consolidation 
from routine oedmeter test in the laboratory. On the basis of two kinds of time fitting method， date obtained 
by the oedometer test were analyzed. The coefficient of permeability and of consolidation of the sample， 
studied here， was det巴rminedfrom individual slope of two different parts on the curve produced by plotting 
the value of compression (or settlement) against time : one was applied to the part of the curve aft巴r6 s巴conds
from the beginning of load application ; the other to the early stage of loading time from 0 to several seconds 
And then the coefficient of consolidation was estimat巴dfrom the measured coefficient of permeability and of 
volume compressi bili ty 
The results are as follows 
1) During oedometer test， itis useful to perform a permeability t巴ston the same spacimen. 
2) It should be emphasized that it is more important to have an accurate knowledge of the rate of 
settlement at the beginning of consolidation 
3) The coefficient of permeability， which is obtained from oedometer test， almost coincides with that of 
permeability test in thick specimen， and it may be possible to estimate the coefficient of consolidation 









































































































































































































































圧密圧力(kgjcm2) 0秒解析 6秒解析 逆算圧密係数
0.8 0.369 0.257 0.616 
1.6 0.328 0.328 0.426 
3.2 0169 0.169 0.156 
6.4 0.154 0.090 0.123 
12.8 0.264 0.074 / 
表-4 庄密係数(市販カオリン)(cm2/min) 
圧密圧力 (kgjcm2) 0秒解析 6秒解析 逆算圧密係数
0.8 0.399 0.399 0.500 
1.6 1.270 0.831 0.911 
3.2 0.470 0.418 1.407 
6.4 1.223 0.641 1.756 
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The Application of Galerkin Finite Element Model to Salt 
Water Dispersion in Porous Media 
Satoshi Tohma 
Abstract 
A Galerkin finite element model is applied to investigate the groundwater flow and the salt transport in 
porous media. The mathematical formulation of出ismodel consists of the coupled form of出eflow equation 
and the convectiv巴diffusionequation. The present model uses two dimensional quadrilateral， isoparametric 
elements with a linear basis function for th巴saltconcentration and the two velocity components. The 
r巴sultantgoverning equation is nonlinear owing to the convective t巴rmsand is solved at each time step by the 
iterative method 
A demonstrative sample problem is presented 
1. Introduction 
Numerical analysis of the solute transport in groundwater systems has received the 
attention of many investigators. The two general dimensional models for these problems 
have been developed and currently being tested. Peaceman and Rachford 1)(1962) presented 
a method based on the finite difference scheme for solving the flow-transport problem. 
Recently， Lee and Cheng2)(1974)， and Huyakorn and Taylor3)(1976) obtained a steady state 
solution of the solute transport using the variational finite element approximation. For 
transient processes ， Galerkin type finite element technique is derived by Gray and Pinder4) 
(1974)， and Desai and Contractor5)(1976) 
The purpose of this paper is to investigate the steady and transient movement and 
distribution of a dissolved salt in a saturated unconfined aquifer by means of Galerkin finite 
element model. To describe the transport of miscible fluids of differing densities， such as 
salt water and fresh water， the transport equation for the salt and the flow equation for the 
groundwater must be coupled. As the system is nonlinear， an iterative procedure is adopted 
to obtain a compatible solution between velocities and concentration. For prescribed initial 
concentrations， the velocities are first obtained by means of Darcy's law in the flow model 
The resulting velocities are used to solve the salt concentration in the transport model. The 
iterative procedure is repeated until the successive values of the concentration are within a 
specified tolerance 
(61) 
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2. Modeling Approach 
Hydrodynamic dispersion phenomenon is affected by convection， by turblent nature and 
by the irregularities of the pores in the medium. 
The modeling approach developed in this paper is based on the followinヌconsiderati on: 
(1) The density of the fluid depends on the concentration. 
(2) The contribution of the molecular diffusion to the hydrodynamic dispersion is negli只ible
when compared to the convective diffusion 
(3) The transverse dispersion is less than the lon只itudinaldispersion 
2-1. Theoretical development 
The governing equations for the salt dispersion in porous media can be derived using the 
basic conservation law and Darcian flow concepts. The flow equation of the saturated 
aquifer can be written as， 
V二一ι(17ρ十ρ，!l7y) ...(1) 
where V is seepage velocity (L/T)， k is intrinsic permeabilty (L2)， 
p ispressure (M/L T2)，〆isacceleration of gravity (L/T2)， 
λIS porOSlty，μis dynamic viscosity (M/L T)， 
ρis fluid density (M/U) and y isheight from the datum line (L). 
The conservation equation of the salt water may be written as， 
2ι+17・(ρV)二 O。t . (2) 
As the movement of the dissolved salt is so slow relative to the rate of propagation of the 
pressure change， the first term in the Eq.(2) becomes almost negligible compared with the 
another term 
Therefore， Eq.(2) reduces to 
17. (ρV)=ρ17. V十 V.17ρ二 O . (3) 
The transport equation for the dissolved salt obtained by substi tuting the consti tuti ve re. 
lationship 
ρs Vs二 ρsV-D.17ρs
where ρs is the mass concentration of the dissolved salt (M/U)， 
ρis the density of mixture (M/U)， 
V s is the mass phase average velocity of the dissolved salt (L/T)， 
V is the mass phase average velocity of mixture (L/T) and 
D is hydrodynamic dispersion coefficient (L2/T). 
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w品terDispersion in Porous Media 
where Dm is molecular diffusion coefficient (L2/T) and 
D* is convecti ve diffusion (mechanical dispersion) coefficient(L 2 /T) 
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Since the contribution of the molecular diffusion to the hydrodynamic dispersion is negligi-
ble， the hydrodynamic dispersion coefficient can be estimated as 
D""D* … (6 ) 
The conservation equation of the dissolved salt may be expessed as 
2色 +17'(ρs. Vs)ニ O …(7 ) 
at 
On substituting (4) into (7)， one obtains the transport equation for the salt， 
2色十ρsV.V+V.Vρs~V.(D.Vρs)= 0 …( 8 ) 
at 
The additional condition requires to obtain a solution to these equations 
In this analysis， the fluid density is assumed to be a function of concentration as follows 
ρ ニ ρ。 +(l~E)ρs . (9) 
where ρo is the density of fresh water and E is an empirical constant and has a value of 0.3 
for sea water and ps is the mass concentration of the dissolved salt. 
2-2. Galerkin finite element method 
In most of the formulation of the fluid flow problems using the finite element method， a 
variational principle must be found， and the requirement of the variational principle restricts 
the applicability of the finite element method to self-adjoint partial differential equations. 
Unfortunately， for the dispersion problems neither variational principle exists， mor it is 
not positive definite so that the computational advantage of the variational finite element 
method are lost. 
Galerkin's procedure is a means of obtaining an approximate solution to a differential 
equation by requiring that the errors between the approximate solution and the true solution 
are orthogonal to the functions used in the approximation.61 
Eqs.(l) and (3) can be rewritten as 
L1( V，ρ)二 V十九(乃+ρ，!Vy)二 O
L2( V，ρ)ニ ρV.V+V.Vρ=0
in which Li is a differential operator 
Similarly， applying the Galerkin's procedure to Eq.(8)， one obtains， 




where c ismass concentration and is the same quantity that the symbol ρs in the Eq.(8) 
To solve the above sets of equations using the Galerkin's procedure， approximate solutions of 
the velocity components， pressure and concentration can be written by linear basis functions 
(63) 
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of the general form: 
Vニ 21Nz(x，y)Vz 司
P ニ ~N;(x， y)ρz • (13) 
C ニ ~Ni(X， y)Ci 
?，?????• • ?
Descort・scoordinate system Natural c。町dinat.町剖・m
lsoporametrlc Elem・nt
Fig.l Isoparametric El巴m巴nt
where Ni is the shape function and i stands for the corners of the quadrilateral element. 
The shape function N i may be expressed as follows: 
Nz=十(1十品)(1+称) . (14) 
where t;and ηare the natural coordinate variables and the simplified model of this system is 
shown for Fig.1. 





ε3=L(V，c)-IE CF-v-V FC十 V.(D.Vc)宇 O。t . (17) 







where Wi is the weighting function and Galerkin's procedure is formulated by selecting the 
shape functions Ni as the weighting functions Wi and R is a bounded domain. 
The resulting system corresponding to Eqs.(18) and (19)， written in a compact matrix form， is
(64) 
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[A]{X}={F} . (21) 
in which 
( "ONi， ONk " ¥" ;， ( "oNj， oN，，， ¥ ~(ρN ー~+ρk V~" Nj)N; ~ (ρ Nk~+ρ Ni)N; 0 γ k ox ド ax J.'IJ)J.'Vl ~1\ドklVkayT f.J k ay"Vj)
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N;N， 。 z k oN J_Idxdy Aμ ox 
。 N;N， Ni-4-oNj 
';Iμ oy 
x=lJ R二lrN子会川広めのr
Similarly， the transport equation can be obtained as follows: 





where V m is mass flux across s-boundary， n isthe outward normal line at the boundary. 
The Eq.(22) contains a time-derivative term. While the finite element approximation is 
very effective in the spatial derivatives， the finite difference scheme is generally used to 
handle the time derivative. 
The time-derivative is replaced by a weighted finite difference scheme， Eq.(22) may be 
rewntten as 
[B](W{ C}，十d汁 (1-W){ C}，)十(l/L1t)[D]({C}山 t一{C}，) 
=W{G}叫 t十(1-W){G}， ( 0 三二Wζ 1 ) 
where t istime level，ムtis a time step and W is the weight. 
In the case of W =0， one calls this the explicit method. 
(65) 
. (23) 
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Substituting zero for W in Eq.(23)， one can get the following equation 
([B]~ (1/L1 t)[D]){ C}t+ O/L1 t)[D]{ C }t+.1t= {G}， . (24) 
The explicit method generally requires a minimum of computational effort and is usually 
conditionally stable. 
2・3. Computation process 
1. For prescribed initial concentrations， the velocities are first computed using Eq.(21). 
In this step， matrix[AJ possesses two undesirable properties: 
it is unsymmetry and contains zero elements along the diagonal. 
Consequently， the matrix must be rearranged so that zeros do not occur on the diagonal. 
2. The resulting velocities are used in computing convective terms in the transport 
equation. The concentration can be calculated using Eq.(22)目 Butthe velocities are not 
compatible with the new concentrations 
3. Without advancing in time， the velocities are recomputed using the new concent-
rations and the cycle is completed by once again solving for the concentrations. This 
iterative procedure is repeated until the successive values of concentrations are within a 
specified tolerance. In this analysis， a specified tolerance is less than 1 percent of the 
difference in the dependent variables between successive iterations. 
3. Numerical examples 
A schematic representation of coastal aquifer is presented in Fig. 2 
The dimensions of the solution domain are 31 cm high and 200 cm long. 
The dynamic and physical properties used in this analysis are as follows 
Hydraulic conductivities Kx=Ky=0.29 cm/sec. Longitudinal hydrodynamic dispersion 
coefficient Dx=0.02 cm2/sec and transverse hydrodynamic dispersion coefficient Dy=0.002 
cm2/sec. Porosity λ= 0.40 and densi ty of fresh water ρ'f=1.00 !o/cm3 and salt water ρsニ
1.025 !o/cm3. 
In this figure， the mass concentration c isnon-dimensionalized by introducing the following 
dimensionless variable 
C二 C/Cs . (25) 
where Cs is mass concentration of sea water and has a value of 0.035 g/cm3_ 
The initial concentration in porous media and on the left hand vertical boundary are c二
O. For salt water influx on the part of the right-hand boundary， c = 1. 
Resulting isochlor lines for steady state problem are shown in Fig. 2 together with the 
immiscible interface7) in order to compare the differences to the result of the miscible fluid 
At the same time， the velocity distribution of the steady state is shown in Fig. 3. These 
figures lead to the following : 
The cyclic flow of the salt water in porous media can be found. This circulation tends to 
(66) 
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limit the extent to which salt water penetrates into porous media. As salt water and fresh 
water become intimately mixed in porous media， the diluted salt water is less dense than 
original salt water and rises along a left-ward path. Consequently， dissolved salt is carried 
back to the salt water basin by the flow of fresh water. In regard to the spatail distribution 
of each isochlor line， the intervals of lines are wider as the velocities become slower. The 
front of line becomes vertical in the neighborhood of the base， because the base of porous 
media is impervious， and the horizontal velocity compoments are predominant 
On the other hand， for the immiscible fluid flow， as may be seen from Fig. 2， a abrupt 
sharp interface separates regions occupied by fluids of different density， and the salt water 
penetrates porous media to the fresh water basin. 
This method is widely used presently to determine the location of the interface for the 
development of groundwater resouces， but salt water and fresh water actually mix in a region 
of dispersion. In case the thickness of the zone of dispersion can not be ignored， the abrupt 
sharp interface seems to have a weak physical foundation. 
Fig. 4 shows the displacement of 0.5-isochlor line up to the steady state. In case of the 
transient state， one adopts the hydrodynamic dispersion coefficients in which Dx=0.2 cm2/ 
sec and Dyニ 0.02cm2/sec 
(67) 
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Fig.4 Transient conc巴ntrationdistribution 
As shown in Fig. 4， the rate of the intrusion is gradually reduced with time and an 
increase in dispersion coefficient value tends to lessen the extent to which 0.5.isochlor line 
occupied porous media when compared to the steady state 
In this paper， the hydrodynamic dispersion coefficients were taken as constant known 
values， but the coefficient of dispersion depends on the flow patten， on the Peclet number and 
on the porous medium characteristics. Peclet number is the ratio of convective diffusion to 
molecular diffusion， Pe= V d!Dm， where d isthe' mean grain size. As shown in Fig. 3， the 
maximum velocity is about 0.003cm/sec in the steady state. For the molecular diffusion 
coefficient， Dmニ1.5x10-5 cm2/sec and the mean grain size， d=O.l cm， Peclet number is Pe 
竺 20
According to the summary of the experimental values obtained by Pfannkuch8)， for 5 < 
Pe < 300， the main spreading is caused by convective diffusion combined with transverse 
molecular diffusion， 
Experimental results for this range yield : 
Dx/Dm=α(Pe)m ;α""'0.5， 1 <m<1.2 . (26) 
Giving the exponent mニ 1.2and the constant αニ0.5，one obtains through Eq.(26) the longi 
tudinal dispersion coefficient Dx "'20 x Dm 0.0003 cm2/sec. 
According to the above results， the dispersion coefficient adopted in this example was 
overestimated 
4. Conclusions 
The Galerkin type finite element model has been presented for the coupled two di 
mensional problems of the steady and the transient state flow with convective diffusion. 
Results of numerical analysis clearly illustrate that this model can handle the salt dispersion in 
porous media. As the writer did not study the consideration based on the results of ex 
(68) 
The Applic呂tionof Galerkin Finite Element Model to Salt 
Wat巴rDispersion in Porous Media 69 
perimentation， the clear conclusion about the applicability of numerical analysis has not been 
drawn yet. 
Though it is almost impossible to solve the dispersion problem analytically， this pro 
cedure will provide useful clues for future reseach and development and is one of methods 
required for predicting and controlling of the quali ty of groundwater reservoirs. 
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佐 藤 哲 身
A Pilot Study on the Perceived Noisiness 
of Impulsive Noise 
Tetsumi Sato 
Abstract 
The purpose of this study is to point out several fundamental effects on the perceived noisiness of 
impulsive noise through two psycho-acoustical experiments. In Experiment I， the perceived noisiness of six 
kinds of impulsive nois巴isinvestigated by the method of adjustment. Some physical p呂rametersthat influ 
ence the perceived noisiness are pointed out and a problem of spectral effects on human response of impulsive 
noise is discussed. In Experiment Il， the perc巴ivednoisiness of impulsive pink noise is investigated as a 
function of four physical p呂rameters; r巴petiti on rate， rise time， d巴仁aytime and background-to-burst level 
The author discusses the perceived noisiness of impulsive noise to be rated from two aspects ; the巴nergy
effect and th巴startleeffect. For the abatement of the startle eff巴ct，th巴I巴petJtlOnr呂te，the decay time and 

























理的マグニチュードの関係については， S. S. StevensやE.Zwickerによるラウドネス評価法，
K. D. Kryterによるノイジネス評価法に代表きれる様な優れた業績があり，各々の妥当性も広
く認められている。また経験的にその有効性が確認されているものに騒音計のA特性による測























研究者 発表年次 研究対象要因* 実験方法 家験音 対象属性 文献番号
.)L上リレベル
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N. L. Carter 1965 反復回数 stalrcase pulse loudness (5) 
method 
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P E.S. T 
各種合成音
1970 nOlsm巴s (6) 
et al 他 帯域音
K. Gjaevenes 
高直 3日k 





B. Gustafsson 1974 M E 法 triangular loudness (9) 
他
pulse 




難波精一郎 調 整 法 ホワイトノイズ
大き1974 立上り時間 さ (1唱
他 極 日長 法 の立上り音
調 整 法 各種現実音 大き き
北村音壱 1975 総合的効果






うるきさ (13) 1976 M 
の台形状音他








整 法 ホワイトノイズ 大き さ (15) 
.)L上り時間
熊谷正純 立下り時間 各種現実音
1978 立上りレベル 調 整 法 各種純音 ラウドネス (1日









ISO-R 1996 (1971) 1)は「衝撃性のファクターを有する騒音については，騒音レベル測定値に
5dB(A)の補正を加えて評価騒音レベル LrdB(A)とする」と暫定的に規定しているが，測
定方法及び5dB(A)という補正値が適当であるかどうかは大いに疑問とされており， ISO/TC 














ホワイトノイズの断続音を用いた実験があり， 1つのケースとして RRニ 0.3-20ppsの範囲に
おいて， loudnessはRRの増加と共に増大し， 50-200 ppsの範囲では逆に減少するというデー
タを得ているが，その効果を積極的には認めていない。さらに，筆者らの行なった実験による
と， RR= 1 -4 ppsの範囲において，ピンクノイズの断続音のやかましさと RRは， 101og1oRR
の関係を示すことを確認している 17)。一方，後者に関しては， Carter5)による triangularpulse 
を用いた実験があり， RR= 1-128ppsの範囲において， loud即日はエネルギーによく対応す










Vigran et al. 7)は，純音及び広帯域音を用いて実験を行ない，広帯域音の場合nsetlmeの増加
と共に loudnessは減少する傾向を示し，その効果は risetime=0.025-l.6sec.の範囲で約3
dB程度あるが，純音の場合はほとんど効果がみられないと報告している。Gjaeveneset a1.8)は，
数種の純音，狭帯域音，広帯域音を用いて， nse ttmeニ O.03-1.0 sec.の範囲で実験を行ない，
それぞれの周波数特性に応じて効果の程度に差はあるものの， nse tJmeが増加すると loudness
は減少することを報告している。 Gustafsson9)は， nse bme=0.3-10.0msec.の範囲で，やは
り同様の結果を得ている。一方，我国でも平松ら 13)は，立上り速度 (dB/s)をパラメータとし


























































































































































































































































































げることにより吸音性の向上をはかっている。なおテストルームの内容積は， 3.220 W x 3 . 532
L x 2 . 990H = 34 . 00m 2である。
図2・1は実験装置のブロックダイアグラムである。実験 Iと実験Iで用いる実験装置はほほ
TES 丁目OOM CONTROL向00判
円oisefield generαtor RION SF-04 
electronic switch ~ION 58-10 
tape recorder-l時 50NYTC-7650 
tape recorder-l峰長 N，.GRi-¥ N-D 





実 験 ご1日'" 項 自 ヰ寺 イ生
No. 1 タイプライターを打つ音
種 重責 No. 2 コンクリートを叩く音
No. 3 コンクリートを叩く音
ピークレベル 75dB (A)に一定
反復回数 o . 25. O. 5， 1， 2， 4， 8， 16， (回/秒)
No. 1 8 ~12dB(A) 
立上リレベル No. 2 19~26 
基 準 音
No. 3 6 ~33 
No. 1 18 msec 
立上り時間* No. 2 17 
No.3 17 
No. 1 42 msec 
立下り時間* No. 2 25 
N口3 120 
上七 較 立日主三 干重 実質 ピンクノイズの連続音
*ピ クから 10dB (A)変化する時間
表2.2 実験音の物理的特性 (2)
実 験 三i主l二 I員l 目 午事 十全
No. 4 木箱を口flく音
穆A まE No. 5 木箱を叩く音
No. 6 シンパルを叩く音
ピークレベル 75 dB (A)に一定
反復回数 0.5， 1， 2， 4， 8，16 (回/秒)
No 4 33~38 dB (A) 
立上りレベル No. 5 9 ~37 
基 完全 青
No. 6 1l ~34 
No. 4 1.1~ 1. 7 百四eC
立上り時間* No. 5 1. 1 ~ 8 . 7 
No. 6 6.0~6. 7 
No. 4 12.7~22.0 ms巴C
立下り時間* No. 5 33.3~76.7 
:-10. 6 58.3~177 .3 

































1 )，音響特性の異なる 2室でコンクリートを叩く音(No.2， No. 3)，同様に木箱を叩く音(No.
4， No. 5)，及びシンパルを叩く音 (No.6)の6種類からなっている。これらを規則的に発
生きせ，予め磁気テープに録音し，実験の際には 4倍のスピードで再生させることにより，反








である。比較音は，実験音No.1 ~No. 3に対してはオールパスのピンクノイズ， No. 4 ~No. 6 
に対しては 1KHz . y:3オクターブバンドノイズを用いている。実験音は図2・4に示す様に，基












実験音 反復回数 平均(SLM) 平均(WM) 標準偏差
0.25 7.4 11.4 0.95 
0.5 - 6.7 7.7 0.65 
1 ← 5.7 - 6.7 0.65 
No. 1 2 4.9 - 7.9 0.43 
4 - 3.6 - 8.6 0.62 
8 2.9 7.9 0.61 
16 1.1 6.1 0.38 
0.25 - 7.6 -10.6 1. 32 
0.5 5.0 -10.0 1.11 
1 4.4 7.4 0.38 
NO.2 2 2.5 6.5 1.00 
4 1.9 3.9 0.70 
8 - 0.3 - 3.3 0.69 
16 1.8 1.8 0.54 
0.25 7.9 - 8.9 2.29 
0.5 - 6.2 - 7.2 1.83 
1 3.6 5.6 1.02 
NO.3 2 1.7 3.7 0.41 
4 0.9 - 4.9 0.61 
8 0.3 2.7 0.61 
16 2.7 0.3 1.17 
「平均(SLM)Jは騒音計の指示値平均(WM)Jはウェーブメモリによ
る分析値
に至るまで比較を続けさせた。被験者は実験者 No.1-No. 3に関しては， 20才台の男子 5名，





ピークレベルを差し百|いた値で， 以下Lrb(Relative Burst Level)と呼ぶ。また，図 2・5-図
2・10はこれを図示したものである。判断値の標準偏差は，実験音 No.1では 0.38-0.95で平
均 0.59dB(A)，No.2では 0.38-1.32で平均 0.82dB(A)， No.3では 0.41-2.29で平均1.13





実験音 反復回数 平均(SLM) 平均(WM) 標準偏差
0.5 3.9 8.1 1. 70 
1 6.3 -7.7 1.67 
No. 4 
2 7.9 -7.1 1.45 
4 8.1 -4.9 1.23 
8 8.7 5.3 0.92 
16 12.2 1.8 0.93 
0.5 2.6 -4.4 1.37 
1 4.5 2.5 1.45 
NO.5 
2 4.6 2.4 2.11 
4 6.0 l.0 1.63 
8 8.2 4.2 1.27 
16 7.4 5.4 1.68 
0.5 7.5 2.5 1.32 
l 8.7 l.7 0.93 
2 
No. 6 
10.6 2.6 1.28 
4 1.3 4.3 1.23 
8 10.9 3.9 1.18 












実験音 No.1では1.0-5.0で平均 3.3dB (A)， No.2では 0.0-5.0で平均 2.9dB (A)， No.3 
では1.0-4.0で平均 2.3dB(A)， No.4では 12.0-15.0で，平均 13.7dB(A)，No.5では
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同EPETITIONRATE in pps 
図2・5 実験結果 (No.l)
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r = 0.99 
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? ??o No. 4 ・No.5 
ロ No.6
LrbとRRの関係 (SLM， No.1-3) 
r '"0.62 


































































































r " 0.91 
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口しrb= 0目50Leq -38.9， r '= 0目71
QNo オ， 2， 3 口PinkNOlse 
2D505560657075 
EQUIVALENT SOUND LEVEし ;ndB(A) 
16 0.5 1 2 4 8 
REPETITION円ATEin pps 
図2・18Lrb (dBA)とLeqの関係
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o Lrb冒 0.51 Leq-3ア.8，r = 0.66 
ONo. 1， 2， 3 & Pink Noise 
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が異なっており，ここで両実験結果を比較してみたい。図2・17における白丸は No.1-No. 3 
の結果を，また黒丸は No.4-No. 6の結果を示している。 NO.1-No. 3のグループは比較音に































反復回数 0.5， 1， 2， 4， 8， 16， 32， (凪/秒)
ムL上りレベル 7 -34dB (A) 
回 立上り時間* 1.3-3.0msec 
数 立下り時間* 14.7-36.7 msec. 
比較音 種 主買 ピンクノイズの連続音
種 業員 ピンクノイズの衝撃音
立 ピークレベル 75dB (A)に一定
上 基準音
反復回数 1 (回/秒)
り 立上りレベル 37-43 dB (A) 
時 立上り時間* 3， 20， 41， 116， 176 msec 
間 立下り時間帯 10-25 msec 
比較音 種 重責 ピンクノイズの連続音
種 実夏 ピンクノイズの衝撃音
立 ピークレベル 75dB (A)に一定
下 基準音
反復回数 1 (回/秒)
り 立上りレベル 34-46 dB(A) 
時 立上り時間* 2 -17msec 
間 立下り時間* 15， 58， 120， 292， 605 msec 
比較音 種 草 ピンクノイズの連続音
種 類 ピンクノイズの衝撃音
JL ピークレベル 75dB (A)に一定
上 反復回数 1 (回/秒)
り 基準音 立上りレベル 5， 10， 19， 28 dB (A) レ
fく 立上り時間* 9 -17 msec 
ノレ 立下り時間* 278-309 msec. 




















































反復回数 平均(SLM) 平均(WM) 標準偏差
0.5 10.6 15.6 2.33 
l 6.9 12.9 2.56 
2 5.3 10.3 2.29 
4 1.9 7.9 2.53 
8 -0.3 - 4.3 2.03 
16 0.2 - 4.8 1.12 
32 - 0.6 - 3.6 0.83 
」
32 0.5 1 2 4 8 16 










55 60 65 70 75 
EQUIVALENT SQUND LEVEL in d日(A)
32 1 2 4 8 16 
REPETITION RATE in pps 
0.5 -25 
驚がく効果の概念図
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立上り時間 平均(SLM) 平均(WM) 標準偏差
3 msec -11.8 -20.8 4.40 
20 - 3.2 - 9.2 2.08 
41 1.3 4.3 1.87 
116 - 0.4 2.4 1.42 
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立下り時間 平均(SLM) 平均(WM) 標準偏差
15 msec 11.6 19.6 1.72 
58 -4.6 - 5.6 1.26 
120 -2.8 -4.8 1.43 
292 - 1.8 -2.8 1.05 
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ている感が強しこのデータをとり除いてみると， 58-605 msecの範囲において約 5dB(A)
の効果があり，立下り時聞の増加とともに驚がく効果が一様に減少を示しているのがわかる。
3・6 立上りレベルの効果
実験結果は表3・5に示す通りであり， 4種類の実験者における判断値の標準偏差は， 0.78 












立上りレベル 平均(SLM) 平均(WM) 標準偏差
5dB (A) ← 2.4 -4.4 l.08 
10 3.2 5.2 0.78 
19 - l.0 -3.0 l. 21 




















BACKGROUND-TO-BURST LEVEL i門 d日(A)
5 10 15 20 25 30 35 
臼ACKGROUND-TO-BURSTLEVEL in dB(A) 























EQUIVALENT SOUNO LEVEL in dB(A) 
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75 dB(A)， Lrb= 0 dB(A)]の点と立上りレベル 5dB(A)の結果とを結んだものである。
















2 )立上り時間による驚がく効果は， 20-176 msec.の範囲で明確な傾向を示さず，その効果
は全体で約 2.5dB(A)程度である。
3 )立下り時間による驚がく効果は， 58 -605 msecの範囲で立下り時間の増加と共に一様に
減少し，その効果は全体で約 5dB(A)である。
































































F ( RR， DT， BBL ) ~ 
RR : repetition rate 
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A study on the Mainfold Brake in a Four-Stroke Cycle 
Gasoline Engine 
Shigenobu Hayashi and Norihiro Sawa取
Abstract 
The exhaust-manifold brake has been used in dies巴1engine， but it is unknown a definite reason. In 
recently， a matter especial important that the brake property is make better for th巴safetydri ving and for 
prevent the accident with the advance， and the diversification of automobile traffication 
Th巴refore，the authors carried out the experimentally investigation amount of intake-manifold brake， 
exhaust-manifold brake and another brake property by using of four-stroke cycle gasoline engine in detail 






































Tab1e 1.Dimensions of test engine 
Type EY 13 D 
Bore x S七roke 60 mm x 46 mm 
Stroke vo1ume 130 cm3 
Compression ratio ユ : 6.2 
Connecti口巴 rod 1色ロgth 85 mm 
Timing BTDC 230 
Va1ve Intake Open BTDC 4502ユ『
七imiロ巴 Intake Cユose ABDC 83021' 
Exhaus七 Open BBDC 83021' 
Exhaust C10se ATDC 45021' 
(102) 






つき機関回転速度 1000rpm -3000 rpmの範囲で500rpmおきに行なった。
II. 実験結果および考察
I・1 吸気マニフォルドブレーキ
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Fig.3 Pressure-Volume diagram of intake 












Fig.4 Effect of intake manifold brake (de=De) 
deニDe) と比較すると ds=O3-7 mmの場合





cm (Pb=L74Kg/cm2) となる。これに対して実験値の最大値はN=2500 rpmで、 115.0Kg ・
cm (Pb=0.88 Kg/cm2) であり，前者の約 50.8%に相当する。上述の傾向は排気マニフォルド
を絞って (de=7mm)吸気マニフォルドの絞りを変えた場合(図・ 5)においても認められる。
I・2 排気マニフォルド・プレーキ
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B.D. C. 
Fig.6 P-8 indicator diagram (de=O. dsニDs.3000 rpm) 
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値の最大値(N= 2000 rpm， de= 0の場合)は 205.0
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Fig.9 Theoretical cycle on exhaust mani 
fold brake 
4サイクル・ガソリン機関の7 ニフォルドブレーキに関する研究 107 
















































パス穴圭db= 0の場合と比較して約 0.65倍 (dbニ
7mm併の場合)にまで低下することがわかる。しか















F'ig.12 P e diagram on bypass pipe 
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Fig.14 Comparison of manifold character 




























1 ) J. L. Koffman : Automobile Engineer， 1953-5， p218 
2 ) • Automobile Engineer， 1954-3， p98 





婿 山 政 良
Analysis of Radiative Heat Transfer 
(2nd Report， Combined heat transfer with radiation 
and convection in the vicinity of atmospheric temperature) 
Masayoshi Kobiyama 
Abstract 
There are many heat巴xchangersoperating in the vicinity of atmospheric temperature. In general， the 
heat transfer characteristics of thes巴巴quipmentare analyzed without th巴 considerationof radiative heat 
transfer even if the flowing mediums are radiativ巴 Inthis report， the author investigated the characeristics 
of combined heat transfer with simultaneous radiation and convection in the vicinity of atmospheric tem 















































ド川(去)-(三r} ( 1 ) 
流体および壁面のエネルギ一式は次式で表わきれる。
aT . ( o2 T ¥ . 
yucp一一一一=/¥1-一一万一 j-QlV
OX ¥ oy" / 
( 2 ) 
二 A(笠)ay jy~O-qR叩 1 (3 ) 
QRwlはおのおの流体の放射熱流束の発散および、壁面 lの放射熱流束であ




OqRY" aqRx 一一一oy . OX ( 4 ) 
-divqRg= -4KEg 十214κEg(j)Flg(j) 十 ~EU;(i)F年(i) ( 5 ) 
-q加1 二 EW1+~4κEg(j)Fゐ(j)+E叩2F~日 ( 6 ) 
F1の値は共存熱伝達の解析に先立なお，数値解析では，微小要素の寸法，形状を一様とし，
なお，計算ちMonteCarlo法により求め (EFD法2))また，対流項の計算は差分法によった。
( 7 ) 
結果の整理にはつぎの無次元数を用いた。










3. 1 冷却系 (150Cの作動流体が冷却される場合)
壁温を t山1ニt叫 =tω とし，to>t却の条件下で解析を行なう。













































to = 150 C 
t凶=ー150C





































3， 1， 2 twによる変化:結果を図 5，6， 7に示す。
a)温度分布一一全般的に壁温t却の変化による無次元温度分布の差異は少ない。なお，図 5
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。2 x=o 0005 to =30・c
t"'， =to
t"'2 = O.C 
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壁温を tw1=t。とし， t叫 >t叫=OOCの条件下で解析を行なう。
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t"'l =to 100 
t凶2=0・c
で.=0.5 
2 3 4 X 
5.10・3
図12 混合平均温度(加熱系， t。変化)
ーー ーー-III09P 1 






2 3 5"10 
X 
図13 局所ヌセルト数(加熱系， t。変化)
3. 2. 2 t。による変化:結果を図 11，12， 13に示す。
a)温度分布 3. 1. 2における結果と同様，無次元温度分布に及ぼすtoの影響は少な


















1 )たとえば， Pai， S.I.: Radiation Gas Dynamics， 1966， Spring巴r-Verlag，45. 
2 )煽山:室蘭工業大学研究報告(理工編入 9-3(昭53-1 )， 735. 






Study of Steady Draining Vortex wi th Free Surface (I) 
On flow velocities and their circulation profiles -
Masaru Sadahiro and Yutaka Hanaoka 
Abstract 
In order to study the characteristics of steady vortex generating as the water is simultaneously drained 
through the outlet at the bottom of tank， flow velocities and th巴ircirculation profiles were experimentally 
calculated by means of hydrogen-bubble technique and flow visualiza呂坑t加
The results w巴r陀巴 obはta副m巴das follows : (1)The flow patt巴rnsof st巴adydraining vortex w巴r陀巴 cl旦おslf旧五iedin 
three typ巴s.(2幻)The rat匂巴 0ぱfd企ra創mag巴througr由hthes巴boundarylayers near by the bottom of vortex vessel was 
estimated to be about 5% of total flow rate in the case of type 1 offlow p呂ttern，about 30% in type I!， about 







































r ;うず室中心からの半径 [mmJ，Z;自由表面からの軸座標 [mmJ，u;半径方向速度 [mm/
sJ， v;周方向速度 [mm/sJ，w;軸方向速度 [mm/sJ，p;圧力 [PaJ，ρ;密度 [kg/m3J，ν;
動粘性係数 [m2/sJ，η，無次元半径座標[=(r/r8)2J， c;無次元軸座標(ニz/HJ，2πに0，2 
7fro :自由うず領域における循環の実験値，理論値 [cm2/sJ，2πt;循環値 [cm2/sJ，[';無次
元循環値[=2 7ft /2πro J， ijJ;流れ関数[l/minJ，W;無次元流れ関数[=2 7fijJ /QJ， N;半
径方向レイノルズ数 [=Q/(2πHν)J， Ro;ロスビ数 [=Q/(2πHroo) J， .s;半径基準ロスビ数
[= 1Q/ ( 2πr81':.) FJ，α，半径方向代表スケールと軸方向代表スケールの比(ニ (r8/日)2J， 
Q;給水量Cl/minJ，日;うずの水深 [mmJ，r8 ;排水管半径 [mmJ，ws;排水管内速度[mm/sJ，
o;無次元境界層厚き[-J， Qo;境界層内流量Cl/minJ
( 122) 

































( 1 ) 
au au v2 1 aρ (a2u 1 au a2u u ¥ 
一一一十w一一一 三 一一一十 νl 一一~十 十 1 ar，veaz r ρ a r ' V ¥ ar2 ' r a r ' aZ2 r2J ( 2 ) 
av av， uv (a2v， 1 av a2v v ¥ 
U一一一一トw一一一+一一一三νl一ーす十 一一一+:， v 2 - '2 ) 。r' v a z'r V ¥ a r2 ' r a r az 2 r/ ( 3 ) 
。w aω1 aρ ( a2w 1 aw a2w ¥ u 十w一一一二一一一一十νl一一一一十 一一一十一一一一 lar，vvaz ρ a z 'v ¥ a r2， r a r a Z2/ (4 ) 
で表わきれる。
( 1) - (4)式を循環 r(=vr) とStokesの軸対称流れ関数曾(u= ( 1/ r) a iJj a z， w = 
(l/r)aW/or]を用いて書き直し，きらに Lewellen6α)によって導入された次の無次元量
ザ=ι，54， r=子， S .11 I .α3 
て、表わすと，基礎方程式は(6)， (7)式となる。
al[f ar al[f ar _ 2r;a2r ， α a2r 一一一一一一一一一-a~ ar; ar; a~ N ar;2 ' 2N ae 
r ~r_ =EJ47721 ~'! a31[f _l_ψ a31[f _1:_{? a31[f _J_~ a41[f¥1 a~ -εl仰 larar;3 百五万a;2-N¥ 2 a r;~ +勺;j-)J 
十αr-~竺笠EiJ空 a3空一 η2E21fL a~ ae ' ソ a~ aりae ワ 3り ae
1 (L2 a41[f α a41[f ¥11 
一万円瓦弓子十zr;7)JJ
ここで， N=Q/( 2 7rHν)，εニ lQ/(2πrsλ)}"， a= (rs!H)2である。
( 5 ) 




I[f=ηE ( 8 ) 
と仮定すると(7 )式より， i=i (平)であることが解かり， (6)式から
r=l-ef(寸)' ( 9 ) 
となり，周方向速度vを無次元で表わすと，
よ一一-Lj1-Nl ro/ro -r/r。いじ ) (10) 
(124) 
























Lewellen6a)は，ロスビ数の小きい流れを対象にし， (6)， (7)式の基礎式における¥lI， I'を


























fOl (7J) = 1 
(17) 
と考えられるが.この図に見られるように，いずれの境界条件の場合にも循環の値は，ほほ同











N = 23.2 
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2 10 100 句 1000
(r I r 5γ
5000 
(b) タイプIの代表例




2 100 1000 
(rl r 5 ) <
10 5000 
(c) タイプIの代表例
図-7 半径座標 (r/r8) 2に対する周方向速度 (V/W8) 2の分布
(129) 
記号の説明
O~ニ O. 0 
む 0.05 
G 0.1 。0.2 
ム O. 4 
ム O. 6 
どト 0.8 
白 0.85 








































になるものと考えられる。図 10( a ) 
500 
10 
5 10 100 1000 5000 
N =116.1 
( r Ir 5 )' 
4.91/min 78 mm 






5 10 100 1000 5000 
??????
14.2 l/min 500 mm 


































































































50 10.0 150 200 25.0 300 35-0 
(b) タイプIIの代表例








オーダ、の解で流れを近似した。図 12に無次元半径r/r sに対する無次元境界層内流量 Qo/Qの
分布を示す。境界層内流量をある半径で最大値を持ち，中心および、半径の無限遠で、セ守口になる
( 132) 
自由表面をもっ定常排減うずの研究(1 ) 133 
0.6 
0.5 n c，= 0.016， C，=0.012 

















lJfo = /oo( r;)十(1-δ)/Ol(r;)=姐♂旦
(20) 
となる， また，自由表面;=0での流れ関数は，









































でも，その影響は，あまり入らない。したがって，この点に関しては，さらに， f01 (万)や Eの
影響が入るように考慮されるべきであろう。

















5.6 l/min 500 mm 
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Observers for Linear Systems with Unmeasurable Inputs 
Hiromitsu Hikita 
Abstract 
The problem of observing a set of linear functions of states for linear systems with unmeasurabl巴mputs
is investigat巴din terms of transfer function matrices. The structure of the observers is clarifi巴dby using the 
dual results of an exact model matching problem and a design procedure is given for obtaining low order ob 








i (t) =Ax (t)十Bu(t) 
y (t) = Cx (t) 
(1-a) 
(1-b) 
ただし，x (t)巴4 n々，U (t) Ec々m，y(t)Ec々 Pでそれぞれ状態，入力，出力変数である。また，
A， B， Cはそれぞれ nXη，n X m，ρ×ηの定数行列である。推定すべき線形関数を
w(t)=Fx(t) (2) 
とする。ただし，w(t)巴 ζ q々，Fは qXη 定数行列である。
いま，系(1)を ρXmの伝達関数行列 T1(s)で表わすと
y (s) = 7，.(s) u (s) 
が成り立つ。また(2)式は
(137) 
( 3 ) 
138 疋田弘光
w (S) = Fx (S) = T2 (S) u (S ) ( 4 ) 
と表わせる。 T2(S)はqXmの伝達関数行列である。ここで，~(S) ， T2(s)を右既約分解形で
表わすと，
Tl(S)=Ql(S)Pl-1(S) (5) 
T2 (S) = Q2 (S) P2-1(S) ( 6 ) 
系(1)の出力のみから Fx(t)を推定する状態推定器はプロパーな伝達関数行列 T(s)を持ち，
次の左既約分解形で表わされる qXρの伝達関数行列とする。
T(s) =p-1(s) R(s) (7) 
定理1 伝達関数 T(s)をもっ状態推定器が線形関数Fx(t)を推定できる必要十分条件は
1) T(s)T1(s)=T2(S) (8) 
2) Ip(s) I = 0の根が左半平面に存在する。
証明 微分オペレータ D を用いて証明する。必要性 ;T(s) T1 (s)の部分を図示すると
u(t) z(t) y(t) 
T， (s ) T<s) 
図-1 系および状態推定器
ただし，iu(t)はω(t)の推定値である。 z(t)は系の状態の一部でx(t)と次の関係があるへ
x(t) =S(D) z(t) 
1 。
D 。
Dd，-1 。。 1 
S(D)二 。 Dd，-1 。 。
??? ?
ただし，
di会ac;[P(s) ; i こ l~m
。。
。。








w(t)ニ Fx( t)= FS ( D) z ( t)全F(D)z(t) 
また，図-1より次の式が成り立つことが分かる。
u (t) = P( D) z (t) 




P(D) e(t)ェ P(D)ゐ(t)-P(D) F(D) z(t) 
二 {R(D) Ql (D) -P(D) F(D)}z(t) 
e (t)がz(t)に無関係で、あるためには
R(D) Ql(D) -P(D) F(D) = 0 
F(s) R' (s)を既約形 Qz(s)R1 (s)で表わすと (16)式は
r Ql(s)R1(s)i 
[R(s) : P(s)J Iー 一一一一一ー イーニ
l -Q z ( s)P2' ( S)j 














Tt(s) TT(S) = Tl(s) (19) 
となり，系 T!(s)をモデル T{(s)に適合させるために結合する前置補償器 TT(s)を設計する
問題に変換させられる。したがって， (8)式を満たす最小次元の T(s)を見出す問題に対し，モ
デル適合問題の最小次元実現の解析結果5)は行と列を入れかえることでそのまま成り立つ。
いま， q> rとし，r X q行亨I]K(s)を [Kγ(s): Kq-r (s)Jと分割する。ただし，Kr (s) 
はK(s)の前から r列，Kq-r (s)は後の q-r Ji]からなる行列である。各列内で最高次である














? ??? ??? ???? ?? ??
( 139) 
140 疋田弘光
小基抵 (degreeordered， minimal basis) 6-8)とする。 (8)式を満足する最小次元の T(s)が存在
する必要十分条件は
rank [Kqr) = q (20) 
である。さらに側式が成り立てば，T(s)の最小次元は行列 Kqr の上から q本の 1次独立な
行を選ぶと，K(s)の対応する行の行次数の和に等しい。 K(s)から選ばれたその q本の行を
[R(s) : P(S))とすれば，プロパーでかつ最小次元である T(s)は T(s)=p-1(S) R(s)で与え
られる。
注 1 定理2では !P(s)!=oの根が左半平面に存在することを保証していないので安定性
については別に議論する必要がある。
例 1
?? ? ? ? ? ? ?
ー ー 、
? ??? ???
????ー ー?? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
??，? ???























なる系の出力のみから X2(t)を推定する場合を考察する。 X2(t)が推定されれは、y(t)とX2(t) 
から全状態が再現される 9)。























r s-S2 i 
ker I 1 I / (ジ+3s2十3s+1) 
l -s J 
の次数)11貢，次数最小基低を求めると
(24) 
r 1 0 1-s 1 
K(s) =!! (25) 
L 0 s 1 J 
(25)式の第 1行が [R(s): P(s))に相当するが P(s)=1-sであるので T(s)=P-1(s) R(s)は
安定な状態推定器とはならない
一方，倒式の第 2行に任意定数 αを掛け第 I行に算し合わせたものを [R( s): P ( s) とする
と次の式が求められる。
[R(s) : P( s)ニ[1αs : (1+α)-s) (26) 
(140) 
未知入力を持つ線形系に対する状態推定器 141 
明らかに (26)式は (24)式に含まれるので， (26)式より計算される





Pl-l (s)九 (s)=H-1 (s) GD} (s) GLP(s)九(s) 
ニP2(S) Piー1(s) (28) 
が成り立つ。ここで、兵(s)はユニモジュラ行列になる。 Ql(s)良(s)とQ2(s) Fl (s)の最大
共通右因子を GRQ(S)とし，その行列式 L1Q(s)=Oの根を T1(S)， T2 (s)の共通零と呼ぶ。
また， Ql (s)長 (s)G込(s)内最大共通右因子を GR(s)とし，その行列式 L1r(S)=0の根を
T(s)の固定極と呼ぶ。
定理3 (7)式が(8)式の解であるなら状態推定器の極は L1D(S)L1T(S)ェ Oの根である。また，
(20)式が成り立てばL1D(s)=Oの根を任意に配置できるプロパーな状態推定器を見出すことが
できる。
注 2 T(s)の固定極は系 Tl(s)の零から共通零を除いたものが対応する。また，この定理よ
り固定極が不安定なら安定な状態推定器は存在しないことがわかる。
注3 1入力 1出カ系に対する線形汎関数状態推定器の固定極は単に極一零消去によって生




r T， (s) i 


















r Mρ(s) i r K， (s)良(s)i 
M(s) = I 一一|ニ| γ IG訪(s)







r P(s) l 
が存在するが，双対空間6)での考察より (ρ+q)XP行事IJ1 ---------: 1の各列は ker[R (s) : 
l -Q (s) j 
P (s)Jの基低となる。さらに，ユニモジュラ行事IJu (s)が存在して
r P(s) i r Mp(s) : s(s) i 
v(s)ニ|一一一一 ，u (s)二，-----:--， 
l Q(s) j l Mq(s) : y(s) j 
(33) 
ところで GR(s)はMp(s)の最大共通右因子であるから Mp(s)ニMρ (s)GR (s)なる多項式行列
Mp (s)が存在する。したがって
rGR(S): 0 i 
P(s) u (s) = [l払(s): s (s)J 1--:---<-:_-----I 
L 0 : 1ρmj 
結局
L}Y(s)ニ IGR(S)I= 0 







でrankrc[Mρ(s)J = mである。 簡単のため(一般性を失うことなく) 1三[Mp(s)Jの上から
r Mρm(S) l 




J白(s)αp-m(s) + N (s)αm (s) = D (s) (38) 
が成り立つ。ここでαp-m(S)は列プロパーで託p-mに対しac，[αp-m(S)J=μ-1，かつ，
αm (s)αpl_m (s)はプロパーな伝達関数行列である。またD(s)は行プロパーでその行列式L1D(s) 




Lαρ m (s) j 
とすると
IMp (s) : s (s) 1 = clGR(S) IID (s) 1 
二 cL1r(s)L1D (s) 





T(s) = (Mq(s) : 0) (Mp(s) :β(s)) ~1 
これは仰)式よりプロパーである。
例 2 (27-a) 式に対し出力方程式が
r 0 1 -1 1 
y(t)=1 Ix(t) 








Q1(S) P2(S) G品(s)= Q1 (s) = 1 1 (44) 
L l-s J 







補助定理 1 o c(s( s))二三Oc(Y(s))であれば γ(s)をqX (ρ m)の任意の多項式行列としても
定理3は成立する。
証明 明らかであるので省略する。
補助定理2 σ>ρ なる σ×ρ行亨IjH (s)の各列は列空聞の次数最小基底であるとする。 σX1




h( s) = h.sε十hεISε1十…・・+h1S十Jw (45) 
ただし εは任意の正の整数。 h;i二 0-ε はσX1の未定定数行9"10いま適当な相異なる実数
Ai;i=l-ε+1をH(s)，h(s)に代入する。 H(ん);i=l-c十1は定数行列になるがH(ん)
; i二 1-c+1の各列に適当な実数を掛けて算し合わせfこ結果を h(Ai);i=l-c十1と等値す
ると，hi;i=O-εに関する連立l次方程式ができ一意的に解くことができる。この hi i = 0 -c 









rMρ(s) :β，β2 (s) i r Vρ(s)i 
V (s)ニ 1~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~; 一一 1 =j 一一一 ← 1 (46) 
LMq(s) :{'， :{'2(S) j L Vq(S) j 
とする。ただし，s" γ1はそれぞれρx(ρ-m-1)，qx(ρ-m-1)の未定定数行列である。
β2 (s)，γ2(S)はそれぞれ ac[β2(s ) Jニム〔γ2(S)J= ii-1を満足する ρx1，qX1の未定の多
項式行列であるとする。/1は後で明らかにされる。定理は次のアルゴリズムに従って証明される。
1) 固定極を含む a[1厄(s)1J -(ρ m)個の状態推定器の希望の極を決める。
1Mρ(s) I 
2) 1一一一 !の列空間の次数最小基底における各列の次数の和はθ[IM(s)IJであるから，補助
L Mq( S) j 
定理2により





[船内nMq(s) : y2(S) 
において βニ maxOCj[Mp( s)J ，θc[β2 (s) J =丘一 1とすると
JM p(s) • β2 (s) 1 = 0 
の根は最大




二 a[1函(s)IJ-(ρ m)+，u (51) 
個存在する。 1)で与えられた a[1厄(s)IJー (ρ m)個の希望の根(極)以外に β個の根を適当
に定め，それらをん ;i=l-，uとする。ただし議論の簡単のため，ん，i= 1-，uは1)の根と重
複せずかっ互に相異なるように決める。以上の全 a[11白(s)J-(ρ-m)+ii1聞の根を実現する s2(s) 
は定理3の証明の方法で求められる。つまり ，rc [1註ρ(s) Jから ρ-1本の 1次独立な行を抜




4) 側式の s にん ;i=l~ iT を代入すると
rank [Mρ(ん): β2(ん))=ρ-1; i=l~μ 
であるから適当な δj;j=l~ ρ に対して
(52) 
ρ1 
2むMpj(ん)十位β2(ん)=0; i=l~ iT (53) 
とできる。ただし，M pj(人;)は厄ρ(ん)の第 1亨IJを意味する。したがって，1'2 (S)を
γ2(S) = ('2， ，-1 S，-1十γ2，"-2 S，-2 +……+γ2，0 (54) 
また，Mq(s)の第 j亨IJをMqj(s)とすると
ρ1 
2δjMqj("U+δTY2(，Uニ o 1 二 1~ρ (55) 
から γ2(S)の各係数を求めることにより (49)式の最大共通右因子の行列式の次数を iTとでき，
その根はん iニ 1~ iTである。 (49)式の列空間の次数最小基底を
[日]Vq(S) (56) 
とすると各列の次数の和はa[1厄 (S)1) -(ρ m)となる。また， det r c [ 17p(s))キOである。
5) T(s)ニ 17q(S)17;-1 (S) (ニ Vq(S)V.戸(S)) (57) 
によって状態推定器を求めると，T(s)はム [IM(s)l)一(ρ-m)次元で、フoロパー，かつ1)での
希望極を有する。
以上が定理の証明であるが， 2)において次のことに留意する必要がある。つまり， β1， y1 
の特殊な選び方によっては
(i Mp(s) li i Mρr l rc11λ. Ir二 1.;:_ .1 (58) 
















































Tl ( s)= I s (1 + S2) I / (ど十6s3+9s2+7s+ 2) 






















[ ~~~:~ Jニ 1 + S2 。 (64) 。 1 
1 0 
3) ji= 2より oc[β2 (s)) =β-1二 1。したがって，側式に対応する式の根は 3個存在する。そ
それらを 1)での 5，および¥仮に)"ニ 0，A2 = 1とする。簡単な計算によって，これらを
実現する必(s)は s!(s)二[ 0 s+ 5 0)と求められる。




[目]二 -13 。s+5 。1 。

















Mρds)二 LMρ(s) (67) 
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藤間 見も 有限要素法による地下塩水拡散解析 土木学会北海道支部 1979. 2 論文報告集第35号
河野文弘 1978年10月24日有珠山泥流災害調査 自然災害特別研究
藤間 聡 9月降灰火山灰層と泥流土質の特性調査一 (1)302044 
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Successible applic呂tionsof Hydro-Static 
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Water (0-80%) to Fuel Emulsion. Abstract 
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The Cutting Surface Texture of F巴 Alloy
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